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. ABSTRACT

The purpose of this'study was to conduct an

investigation into some of the word recogni-tion strategies
of early read.ers at the Kindergarten l-evel. The study was

d.esigned. to determine whether early Kindergarten readers
used word. recognition strategies which were unique from

the Kind.ergarten nonreaders, and. if so, to identify them.

Forty Kindergarten subjects, sixteen girls and'

twenty-four boys, participated in the study. Each subject
was elassified either as an early reader or nonread.er,

according to the teacher's assessment of their read.ing

ability. On an individ.ual basis, each subject was given
a letter name and letter Sound test, a word recognition
test consisting of six real and Six nonsense words, and. a

questionnaire d.esigned. to obtain some additional- informa-
tion about each subjectrs concept of reading' his explana-
tion and, evaluation of read,ing and. his home reading
envi.ronment.

Results from all tests were analyzed for each

individual subject. In addition, a comparison of the
results between the read.ers and the nonread.ers was also
conducted.

The analysis of the letter test was based on the
number of correctJ-y identified. consonant names, consonant

sound.s I âS well as the total and ind.ivid.ual vowel names

and. vowel sounos. The analysis of the word test was based.

on the number of correct, incorrect, attempted and' r:n-

attempted. responses to each of the twel-ve word-s. An

analysis of the correct responses for both categori-es of
words was also cond.ucted.. The content from each question
in the questionnaire was analyzed. for each subject. In
ad.d.ition, a comparison of these results was made for the
read.ers and the nonreaders.

Resul-ts from the study showed. that the readers
performed better than the nonreaders in all aspects of the ill . -'rr:"
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letter test. The readers knew more of the real and.

nonsense words than the nonread.ers. The read.ers tended.

to use definite strategies for the word. recogniti-on task
in contrast to the nonreaders' some of which could be

d.escribed by the children themselves. The readers'
strategies related. to letters or words while the non-
readers resorted. to no specific strategy or pattern of
strategies.

There were no large differences in the results
between the sexes on the letter and word test, except
for the recogni-tion of the twenty consonant names and the
vowef I sounrl., where the girls mad.e higher scores than
the boys.

For further and rel-ated information, the questionnaire
explored the child.'s concept of reading, his explanation and

evaluation of it and his home reading environment and

showed that the read.ers had. a clearer concept of reading.
In contrast to the, nonreaders, more readers enjoyed rea-
ding and. were more highly motivated. and. more interested.
in it; further, they came from homes where there was an

abr¡ndance of exposure to books and to read,ing activities.

Lv
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. CHAPTER I
PURPOSE OF THE STIIDY AND THE RATIONAT,E

In most Kindergarten classes one can expeet.to find
one or two children who have already begun to read. Some

of these children appear to be capable of handling the
process of reading with both confidence and ease. Such
an earLy read.er often mystifies both his parents and many

educators as to the source of his abilities. Unfortunately,
too little is known about early read.ing. Educators have
attempted to find answers to the many questions on early
reading but very few answers have been provided. Conse-
quently, most conclusions have been opinion rather than
research based.

There appears to be a limited number of studies
which attempt to determine the advantages and disad.rrantages
of early reading and early reading i-nstruetionr or which
attempt to reveal some of the characteristics of early
readers. Unfortunately, there is no reported. research
which studies the word recognition strategies used. by these
early readers - the specific strategies which they use, the
ways they develop and what influences their development.
Informati-on on the strategies which early read.ers in
Kindergarten aJ-ready use wouLd be rraluable, i-ndeed essential,
to a teacher in designing appropriate activities for such
chiLdren.

The purpose of this study then, was to cönd.uct an
initial exploration into some of the word recognition stra-
tegies used by early readers at the Kindergarten l-evel-.
the study was designed. to answer the question; Are there
word recognition strategies used by earÌy readers which are
unique from the nonreaders at the Kindergarten level, and
if so, what are they? An additional- question was; ül,hat

background information is related, if âhV, to these
strategies?

|..
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. DEFTNITION OF TERMS

Certain terms used in this stud.y are defined as
follows:
@ are "the techni-ques used. by a reader
to identify, to pronounce, to recall- and thus, to read

1
each word". * In this study, word recognition abílity will
be tested through the oral respcns'es of each subject.

hlord Reeognition Strategies are those cues which a chil-d
states as being used. in recognizing a word.

PROCEDURES

Forty subjects from eight Kindergarten cl-asses in
three elementary schools participated. in the study. The

subjects were categorized as readers and nonreaders accor-
ding to their teachersr assessment of their reading abili-
ties. On an ind.ividual basis all subjects were given a
letter name and sound test, a word. recognition test, and a
questionnaire designed. to obtain information about each
subject's concept of reading, his explanation and eval-uation
of reading, as wel-l as his reading environment in the home.

Following the testing situations, the data coLlected. were
analyzed, using a descriptive format. All data were
collected either from the taped'sessi-ons or from the res-
ponses which were scored manually by the j-nvestigator during
the test si-tuation. Transcriptions from the taped. sessions
of the word test were analyzed by two i-ndependent judges
to determine the presence of investigator cueing.

1^George D. and Evelyn
Elemgntary $chool-, lrd ed..
1973) , p. t++9.

.8. Spache, Reading
(Boston: Allyn and

in the



T,IMITATIONS

There were several limitations to the study.

1. The investigator focused on only one aspect of readi-ng:
word recogni-tion. No attention was g5-ven to aspects such
as reading comprehension or oral reading.
2. The analysis of resul-ts for this study was limited to
that information which was received from the chil-d's oral
responses to the various tests.
3. The strategies used by the subjects were limited to the
twel-ve test words which appeared in the word test.
4. Since the investigator was responsi-ble for the planning
and conducting of the entire study, there was the possibility
of a hidden bias within the test situation, in spite of the
reported minimum ihvestigator cueing during the word test.
5. Resul-ts from the study were limited to those subjects
who were categorized as early readers and nonreaders at
the Kindergarten level.

ASST]MPTIONS

There were certain assumptions underlying the study.

1. Ihe study assumed. that the articulation of those
strategies used by the subjects reflected the actual stra-
tegies employed when faced with any type of word at any
time.
2. It was assumed. that the letter and wor:d tests resembled
most closely their presence in books which could. be found.
in the child's environment. l¡¡:::

ir::nrli
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CONTENTS OF T}TE STIIDY

The remainder of this report is comprised of four
sections.

Chapter Two provides a review of the reLated research
on the following topics; a h!-story of early reading, views
on early formal reading i-nstruction, characteristics of
early readers as well as information obtained from studi-es
reLated. to early read.ers at the Kindergarten level.

Chapter Three presents a d.escriptíon of the pilot
and research studies as well as the content analysis of
the data collecting procedures.

Chapter Four includes a descrJ-ptive analysis of the
Remarks on the information obtained on the subjects

to the test as welJ- as remarks on investigator cueS-ng

the word test wiLL also be reported.
Chapter Five summarizes the findings

data.
prr.or
during

conclusj-ons drawn,from the analysis of the
a review of the limitations and. assumptions
implications are drawn for further research
room practices.

and the
data. Following
of the study,
and for class-



CHAPTER II
REVIE!ü OF REIATED ],ITERATURE

Many ed.ucators have attempted to describe the reading
proeess. Consequently, many definitions abound as to what
readi-ng is. To il-lustrate the spectrum, four such defini-
tions on reading wilJ- be considered at this point.

Tinker and. McCuÌ1ough1 state that,, although rnany

educators have attempted to define reading, many of them
have created only partial definitions. In the authors'
attempt to define reading, they make reference to Clymerts
four broad goals or outcomes for reading which include
decoding, grasping the author's meaning, testing and com-
bining the author's message with the und.erstanding and back-
ground of the reader, and applying the ideas and values to
decisions and reactions and extending the author's j.deas

to new settings. With these thoughts in rnind., they have
derived the following definition for reading:

Reading involves the identification and recognition
of printed or written symbol-s which serve as
stimuli for recall- of meanings buil-t up through
past experience, and the further construction of
new meanings through the reader's manipulation
of reLevant concepts alread.y in his poËsessi-on.
The resulting meanings are organized into thought

- processes aecording to the purposes that are op-
erating in the reader. Such an organization re-
sults in modifications of thought and perhaps
behaviorr or it may even lead to radical_ly new
behavior which takes its place in the perçonal
or social d.evelopment of the individuaL .

l¡

li::':1.

lMiles A Tinker and
El-ementary Reading 4th ed.Wrg.

Constance M. McCullough, Teaching
, (New Jersey: Prentice-Hã[F

)-Ibid., p. 13.
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Durkinl assumes that i-n certain ways, the beginning
stages of reading are different from the more advanced.

stages. She states that all readers are concerned with the
written form of language and they all must remember how in-
dividual words are recorded and be familiar with word mean-

ings. The ability to think is often the main difference
betr¡¡een knowing s¡rmbols and meani-ngs of written words and

the ability to read. Durkin believes that successfuÌ reading
requires word recognition and. an understanding of their mean-

ing and is dependent on the ability to think like and with
the author. She stresses the importance of criticaL thinking.

Spache and Spaenea recogni-ze the complexity of the
read.ing process and. the many stages of d.eyelopment and the
resulting necessity to define reading in a variety of ways.
One definition views reading as a skills development where-
in the necessary skills are taught almost simultaneously
rather than sequenti-aÌly to the child. Reading j-s al-so a
visual act whj-ch is a highly complex and very detailed. process.
Reading j-s also defined as a perceptual act where there are
various forms of word perception, depending on the readerrs
âBê, maturity, training, reading skill and vi-sual discrimj-na-
tion. Reading is a refl-ection of the cultural background.
wherein many factors can affect the child's pursuit of the
read.ing process. Reading is also a thinking process, thus
coniuring with Tinker and Mc0ulJ-ough. The authors stress
the necessity for exposing the child to aLl levels of thinking
as guided by teacher questioning and based on the chiLd's
language or thinking experience. Reading is also an

l.:.i-.:,J.ì

lDoLo""" Durkin, Teaching Them to Read 2nd. ed.,
(Boston: AÌlyn and Bac - 3.

zslncne and Spache, Reading, pp. t+ - I+4.
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information process whi-ch is reLated to the chil-d's
emotions, attitudes, personality, motivation, attention
and cul-tural and language backgrounds. Finally, according
to Spache and Spache, reading is an associational learning
process involving several rel-evant factors such as atten-
tion, visual and. auditory discriminati-on and. visual and.

auditory memory.
Zintzl 

"""ogrrizes 
six processes for reading, including

social, psychological, physiological, perceptual, linguistic
and intellectual- factors. He vj-ews read.ing as being a
thinking proce'ss and adopts Gray's four step procedure for
reading. The first step involves word recognition or per-
ception of the printed or written symboJ-. Then comes com-

prehension of their meaning in context. The third step
incl-udes a personal reaction to the text followed. by an

integration or assimilation of the idea into the background
experiences of the j-ndivid.ua1. These four steps are affec-
ted by several factors including speed of comprehension, the
necessary skilÌ for beginning readingr âs well as cognitive,
linguistic and affective considerations. Zintz recognizes
the importance in providing beginning readers with learning
opportunities so they'11 sense that reading produces meaning
and that reading and writing are only extensions of listen-
ing and speaÉing.

SeveraL coÍrmon characteristics can be seen through
these four definitions coneerning the nature of reading.
All four educators maintain that the reading process is too
complex a proced.ure to be ad.equately d.escribed with a simple
and concise definition. Each ed.ucator recogni-zes the impor-
tant role that thinking plays in the readi-ng process. This
can be seen through the cl-ose relation between the initial
step of word. recognitj-on and the resulting next step of

1Miles V. Zintz, The Reading Process, The Teacher
and the Learnerr 2nð. eAffi@
W5),p. B- !2.



comprehending that written or printed. word.. Finally, each

definition reflects the belief that a child reacts to what
he reads and. he stores this information in his experi-ential
background. Such a reaction can be seen through his think-
ing or even his behaviour.

Though the four definitions do not each explicitly
state the underlying and basic skilI of word. recognition,
each does infer that there is a need for an adequate word
recognition base for successful reading performance.

The process of read.ing begins with each child's
ability to recogni ze a word either in the written or pri.n-
ted form. This initial step begins at d.ifferent stages
within each individ.ual, d.epending on his or .her Level of
readiness for reading. With some children this process of
word recognition begins before or at the Kindergarten level
while with others it begins at a later stage in their
d.evelopment. Because so little is known about the yowrg-
ster who seems to have acquired some ability in reading
without formal instruction at school-, educators are r¡nable
to clearly d.escribe what such youngsters can and cannot d.o

and where j-n the developmental stages of these reading
abilities teachers shouLd interject with formal instruction
to ensure continued progress. Thus, those children who are
capable of reading at the Kindgergarten level will be con-
sidered for the purpose of this study.

In many Kíndergarten classes one can expect to find
one or two child.ren who already have learned how to read..
Some have just begun the reading process while others can
hand.le this experience with the confidence and ability of
a fairly mature young reader. Such an early reader usualJ-y
mystifies both his parents and many ed.ucators as to the
source of his abj-lities. Such questions as "HoW did he

learn to read?", "Should. he be taught to read at an early
age?", "Ulill this early reading be harmfuL or helpful- to
him?" and. "hlhat effect will his early reading have on his
subgequent reading achievement?", are continually being



asked.by both educators and. parents. Unfortunately, too
little i-s known about early reading. Many have attempted.
to provide answers to these kinds of questi-ons but very few
answers have been provided. Most conclusi-ons have been

opini-on rather than research based.

HISTORY OF EARI,Y READING

Durkinl has analyzed and summarized the history of
events for early reading from the t92}'s to our present
time. Through her analysis it is evident that research in
early reading has been a relatively dormant issue for sev-
eral d.ecades. A series of events in the late |gs}'s and.

1960's focused. a great deal of attention to the area of
early childhood education, and in particular, to early rea-
ding. Unfortr-¡nately, very littÌe useful and relevant infor-
mation was gleaned. from this enthusiasm.

The term "reading readj-ness" evolved in the !)ZOt s
and was greatly influenced through the psychological
teachings of G. Stanley Hal1. One of his id.eas was that
genetic factors determine the characteristics and abi-lities
of each individual. This assumption was general-ly accepted.
at this time and hence, attention was devoted more to here-
dity than environmental factors as welL as to the matura-
tion process rather than to l-earning and practice.

Another of HaLl's accepted. ideas incLuded. the Law of
reeapitulation, wherein each indivj-dual passes through a
specific set of sequential stages in his growth and. devel-
opment. Since the learning process received only second.ary
importance to heredity, progress through these stages of
d.evelopment was explained with reference to maturation.

1Do1o""" Durkin, "V'ìIhat Does .R"""u.""h Say About the

| .' '¡

lime to Begin Reading _Instruction?", ghe Journal of
EducationaL Research- 64, No. z (octobW- 56.
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Arnold. GeseLl, one of Hal-l's students, added further
support to HaLl's ideas by elaborating on these develop-
mental processes which occured in stages. Progress from
one stage to another, he stressed., was entirely dependent
upon the passing of time, d.uring which maturation coul-d
take place. ,,'.,,,1

This period of time also focused. upon the measurement
testing movement which permeated both ed.ucation and
psyehology. National- ed.ucatj-onal surveys focused. attention
to what and. how much chiLd.ren were learning in school-. ;,.,, ,.

These survey results reveal-ed a higher rate of non-promotion i'ì,,,',,','

for first graders than for children at other levels. The j,,.,,,,'.

chief cause of these retentions was due to inad.equate read.- i"''"':"1

ing achievement at this level. ' 
,

!rlithinaHa11-Gese11frameworkofthinking,one
obvious sol-ution to this problem would be to postpone
read.i-ng instruction r¡ntil children matured and. became ready
for it. This belief was consolidated in 793I through the
effortsofüIashburneand.Morphett,whenamental-ageof
6.J years was proposed as the only suitable time that a 

i

child should. be introduced to read.ing. ïn I93g Arthur Gates 
i

and. his associates pubJ-ished research evid.ence which dis- 
i

puted the mental age concept as well as the predictive
vaLue of read.iness tests, but their word.s were generally ,.,, ,,r.,

ignored.. i.,:,,,...
The entire topic of early. readi-ng J-ay reJ-atively ,i.'i,,,,,,

untouched until the l-ate 1950's and. 1960's. Several in-
fl-uences contributed to this rather revolutionary period.
forear1ychi1dhooded.ucation.Thesuccessfu11awrching
of Sputnik by the Russians l-eft the ltlestern ltlorl-d with a 

1,,:,,,.,..:

d.amaged. ego and. feelings of insecurity at being somewhat rÌÈi::'''.:'.

less ad.vanced. than the Russians. The üüestern ïüorl-d quickly
retalj-ated by lar-¡nching into a series of projects which re-
evaluated many of her social systems. The field of earJ-y
ed.ucation for chiLdren was one such area for re-examination.
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Many of these new educati-onal- demand.s, including the
whole field of ear.ly childhood, can best be summarized by
the cry "T-et's have more and. l-et's have it sooner ! " 

1

Early childhood education became an even more popular
topic through the writings of Bruner in t959, Hunt in t96I
and. Bloom in L96l+. In Bruner's book, Process of Ed.ucation,
his quotation "any subject can be taught effectively in
some intel-lectual-ly honest form to any child at any stage
of devel-opment "2 was quickly and unfortunately misinter-
preted.. Bruner was real1y making an appeal for educators
to consider instruction and its effect in the process of
education but a rather emotional public used this statement
as a support for the idea that successful changes in favour
of early child education were ind.eed. pdssible.

It was also a decade which reflected a high interest
in the Montessori education and its. hopes for the learning
potential of three and four year olds. Research involving
young children and reading also received a great deal of
attention at this timec

Such were the influences which reawakened the fieLd of
early childhood education and placed it in the limelight of
the pubJ-ic's attention. This was a period when the 6.5
mental age concept for beginning read.ing was questioned and.

when environmental influences in education were focused upon.
Attention was being given to the younger chiÌd, especially
from lower socio-economical Levels. Plans for pre-kinder-
garten training for the cultural-ly disadvantaged were quickly
set into action. This aLso became a d.ecade of research into

1'Durkin, Dolores, "Shoul-d. the Very
Read? They Should Havó the Opportunityi

ïoung Be Taught to
Sayso. "¡ NEA

Journal, (November 1963)¿ n;
t-Ibid., p. 23.
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reading and the yoi¡ng chil-d but very lj-ttle was learned
about the basic nature of reading readiness and much harm

resulted. in the process¡ through the emotional fervor of
the times, the research completed was often poorly designed

r ând. poorÌy reported.. Magazines and. articles were fulL of . : :-.-: :

,l guaranteed results for successful- reading with infants and
preschoolers, and anxious parents and educators became

surrounded with numerous but poorly researched conclusions
. or questions on read.ing for the yowrg child. . .

:--., This flurry of i.nformation led to split views with ':^|,',;,t.',,

ed.ucators on the most appropriate time to begin formal
,' instruction in readingo i",:',.'. ",

l

Ni1aB.Smith1be1ievesthatmanyviewpointsonear1y
read.ing are based. on misconceptions. She claims that some i

educators fail to recognize the high correlation between 
l

reading maturation and. physical, psychological, emotional, 
i

social, experiential and language development within the 
i

child. She remind.s those interested in early reading that 
;

merely pronouncing a word in print is not actually readJ-ng I

:i reading with meaning i-s often forgotten or ignored,. She ';.l'.,'::::rr:

, conclud.es by pointing out that there would be a totaL dis- ,.','.,,':.::';:.,:,:

regard for ind.ividuaL d.ifferences if aLL five-year-old.s ':""::

were sud.denly expected. to be ready for formal- instruction
i-n read.ing.

Moskowitz2 d.oes n'ot question whether ehild.ren ina___ .:...;:i.: .. .

,, k5-nd.ergarten can be taught to read, but rather, whether they 1. ,,,, :,

1Nit. Banton Smith, "Farly Read.ing: Viewpoints",
Chil-dhood Ed.ucation 42, No. t+ (December t965)z 229 - 232.

2srr" Moskowitz, "Shoul-d. Vrle Teach Reading in Kindergarten?',,
Ele¡4enTary E+gl-ish 42, No. 7 (November 1965)z 798 - B0þ. 

::i:i,:::iì.::,,..
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should. be taught to read at this stage. She draws attention
to the desperate need for longitudinal studies to prove or
d.isprove the effectiveness of formal readi-ng instruction at
the kindergarten level. Based on the availabLe research of
that time, Moskowitz seriously questions if formal- reading
instruction at the kindergarten Level can really lead to
better reading l-ater on and whether this is the best use of
the kindergarten year.

James L. Hymes Jr.1 stresses the hazards of early
read.ing. He believes that everyone loses if early reading
instruction creates early readers who beeome weak humans

and who don't learn the joy of read.i-ng. He cl-aims that much

of the popularity and demand for earl-ier reading is based on

the wrong reasons. Kindergarten teachers can see j-t as a
convenient and. effective means of acquiring a quiet, struc-
tured atmosphere, especially with J-arge classes. Parents
have become anxious about whether their children will learn
to read as a result of the bonbardment of scare magazine
articles. Thus, a program of early formal read.ing seems

like a solution to ease many of these worries.
Hymes challenges the argument that "Tod.ay's Fj-ves

are Different" because they have been exposed. to more, by
questioning whether this exposure actually hastens the
maturatj-on process.

B arbea aclc:owledges the fact that a child can Learn to
read. "far sooner, perhaps as mu'ch as from one to three years,
than the six years six months mental age ( or middle of fj-rst
grad.e) theory earlier hel-d."3 In answer to the question

1D". James L. Hymes Jr. , "Early Read.ing is Very Risky
Busi-ness", Grade Teacher (March 1965)¿ BB 92.

trIalter B. Barbe, '"Reading and language in the
Instruction of Young Child.ren", Education 8!, No. 1
(september - octobel 7g68) z 1â T

3rbid., po 19.
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about when a child 
"nolrfO 

¡" taught to read., he stresses
the need for program fl-exibility which allows for individ-
ua1 differences in reading readiness.

Acceptance of each child as a unique ind.ivid.ua1,
and ad.apting educational procedures to meet his
needs, rather than attempting to make him fit the
moId., will likely result in earlier teaehing of
read.ing to many chj-ld.ren. 1

R. C. Auekermun? ^, ^n ed.itor of a series of articles
on beginning reading, has summarized many of the pros and
cons of teaching reading to five year olds'which various
ed.ucators hold.. In one article within this d.ocument,
L. Oll-ila acknowledges the fact that the problem remains
unresolved and has been clouded over with emotional appeals,
extreme claims. and misr¡nderstandings of terminology. Never-
theless, he concludes that most studies support the claim
that early readers have and maintain a higher reading achj-eve-
ment especiaÌly if instruction i-n subsequent years is adjus-
ted. He beli-eves that the attitudes of Kindergartners towards
reading may be partly related to the teacherrs selection of
children to participate in an early read.ing program. He

urges caution in early reading as very little appears to be

known on the visual effects of early reading. He conclud.es
by stating that early reading seems nej-ther to create nor
prevent reading disabilities, problems of boredom, school
adjustment or psychoJ-ogical problems.

Durt<in3 also summarizes the various pros and cons of
preschool reading. Some of the objections stress the fact

.l*Ibid.. , p. 20.

2Robert C. Auckerman edn, Some Persistent Questions
on Besi-nnins Readine (USA: Eric

72), p. 53 -
Document Reproductj-on
6r.

t36 - tlt'7.

ir',rl il :
i-.j;.-:1-:

,.j .: :

3D,okirr, Teaching Them, pp.
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that it may be injurious to a child's vision. Durkin
points out that such a fear is based on assumptions rather
than research facts. For example, there is a position
which argues that parents are not trained to be teachers.
Durkin states that in many cases, the parent of the child
who is interested in word.s and letters becomes a teacher
merely by providing answèrs to his many questions. Others
claj-m that early reading can lead to boredom and. confusion
in reading in subsequent years. Durkin points out that
there is no empirical evid.ence to support this statement
and. she questi-ons whether the probleln i-s more with the
rigid Grade One i-nstruction and its reading program, rather
than with preschooJ- reading.

Sti11 other arguments supporting'early read.ing
j-nstruction include the bold statement by Gates in 1954,
which was later supported by Frj-es, that the child who can
speak can begin to read. Such a statement has become less
sweeping j.n nature in the 1970's due to a lack of sufficient
and reliable facts. For exampÌe, there j-s an assumpti-on that
the yor:nger the child the easier it is to teach him to read.,
but this statement also lacks empirical evidence. Still
other proponents of early reading claim that preschool
readers wilÌ maintain their lead over non-earIy readers in
subsequent years. This statement, as well, lacks sufficient
and. reliabl-e research evid.ence.

In another article, Durkinl has tried to put the whole
issue j-nto a clearer perspective.

If kindergartens, âs a whole, are to avoi-d
both boredom and frustration, and if they are to
build on the abil-ities the children bring to
school, then at least some kindergarten programs
should offer opportunities to learn to read,
either because the children arrive with the
beginnings of reading ability or because, over
time, they show an interest in learning. For
other five year olds other kinds of learning

1D.r"kirr, Doloresr "Early Read.ers Reflectj-ons
After Six Years of Research", Reading Teacher 18, No.
(0ctober 796t+)¿ 3 - 7.
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opportunities shoul-d. be provided because these
children show special interest in art, for
exampfe, or becausg they are fascinated with
simple arithmetic. r
In summary, the problem about when to begin formal

reading instruction remai-ns r:nresolved. Many of the argu-
ments are clouded with emotional statements, misunderstood
concepts and inconcl-usive research evi-dence. More research
studj-es are urgentJ-y required to fill the many gaping hol-es
with relevent and useful information concerning specific
facts about early readers and early reading instruction as
well as the long range effects of early read,ing instruction.
Up to now, decj-sions on formal reading instruction at the
Kind.ergarten level have been mad.e with very littl-e substan-
tiaL proof as to its effectiveness.

Characteristies of Early Readers

In searching the existing material, four studies were
found that appeared to relate to the discussion. These four
studj-es will be discussed in an effort to identify some

characteristics of early readers.
E. H. Price2 cond.ucted a study to expJ-ore the nethod.s

used in acquiring early reading with gifted children.
Partial resul-ts from this study ind.icate that these early
readers were constantly exposed to books and that they asked
a great deal of questions about Letters and words. These
children seemed highJ-y motivated, had very good memories
and received a lot of parental co-operation with their ques-
tions. Most of these child.ren walked and. tal-ked at an ear-
lier age and, if there were sibJ-ings, they were spaced

1rbid., p. 5.

2Eunice H. Price, "How Thirty-Seven Gifted Child.ren
ï,earned. to Re?{", The Reading Teacher 10, No. 1 (October
!976)z 4t+- 48. 
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apart by several years. Price suggests that this might
have allowed the parents to spend more time with each chiLd
d.uring his preschool years.

King and. Frie""rrl conducted. a study to see if
kindergarten readers coul-d be identified from nonreaders
on the basis of certain skills. Through the use of teacher
and parent questionnairesr' several characteristics were
identified with this sample. There was no significant
difference in the time that either group walked or talked.
These early readers had a better socio-economic status and
came from a smaller family than the non-early readers. The

early readers were more intelligent, enjoyed sedentary ac-
tivities more and watched less TV than the non-ear1y rea-
ders.. Fina1ly, there were more left hánded early readers
than non-early readers.

In Durkin's2 article she attemptsto d.etermine the
long range effects of preschool readers five years after
they entered Grade One. From this research, Durkin conclud.es
that her sample of early readers was highly motivated to
learn to read and exhibited a great deal of curiosity and.

interest in letters and words. They also had. a willing
person within the home to answer and stimulate further
questions through discussions. These early read.ers also had.

the opportunity to read those words which interested them.
In another stud.y, Durkin3 attempts to look more closely

at certain questions raised in an earlier study, which was

lEth"L M. King and Ðoris T. Friesen, "Children hlho
Journal- of Educational-Read in Kindergarten", Alberta

Research 18 (September W LLtT - 156.
2Dolo*"" Durkin, "A Fifth ïear Report on the

Achievement of Farly Beaders", Elementaiy School Journal
65, No. 1 (october t96I+)¡ 76 -T-0.-

arDolores Durkin, "Children tVho Read. Before Grade 1:
A_Second. Study", El-ementary School Journal 64, No. 3(December 1963) z

,\....
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conducted in Oakland, California in t958. Information on

the characteristicå of this sample of early read.ers came

from parentaJ- questionnaires. Both the early and. non-ear1y
readers came from simil-ar socio-economic backgrounds, a1-
though the fathers of the early readers had a lower educa-
tion level than the fathers of the non-earÌy readers. The

mothers of the early read.ers,however, had a higher l-evel of
education than the mothers of the non-early readers. More
of the parents of the earJ-y readers were foreign born.
These early readers came from smaller fanilies so that the
possible sibling influence to read. was not as apparent as
in the tgsï stud.y. This sample of early read-ers watched.
less TV but got more out of it, especially the commerciaLs.
These chil-dren also l-iked to play alone and enjoyed quiet
activities. Both the parents of early and non-early readers
read to their chiLdren during the preschool- years but the
former took the time to expJ-ain, discuss, answer and ask
further questions with their children. Parents of the non-
early readers fel-t that any parental help with preschool
reading might confuse their children and. lessen their
interest in readi-ng as a resuLt.

Although these studies have identified severaL
characteristics of earì-y readers, they are no more than a
sunmary of findings from several- research stud.ies which have
been conducted in the past fourteen years. It appears that
most of these early readers havè a persistent dri_ve or a
compulsion for early readi-ng. These children seem to be
d.rawn towards Letters and words at an early age. They
possess acti-ve imaginations and curious natures. Also,
these early readers tend. to come from home environments
which refl-ect an active and co-operative interest in the
child's qrrestions about l-etters and words as well as other
things.

On the other hand it is apparent that early readers
are not related. to a particul-ar home bacþror.¡nd; no single

i!:.ai.¡-:i:
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socio-economic status or parental ed.ucational level
prod.uces these chi-ld.ren. Further, not all of the early
readers can be classified as being gifted or as having
superior intelligence.

It is again apparent that, from the number of studies
cited, there is ver¡r l-imited research in the area of pre-
school- reading. Much more research is required if one is
to be able to draw significant conclusions about the
charaeterístícs of early readers

Studies on Earl-y ReaÊers at the Kindergarten Level

Although stud.ies on the characteristics of early
read.ers are few, there are comparatively more studies on

early readers at the Kindergarten level and the effect of
early read.ing on later school achievement. The following
studj-es wilL be consid.ered at length in hopes of obtaining
valuable information on chil-dren who enter the Kindergarten
êchool program with the ability to read.

J. R. Evans and. 1,. J. Smithl cond.ucted a study with
preschool and kindergarten superior read.ers to d.j-scover
which, if âflV, of sel-ected psychoJ-inguistic and perceptual
motor test scores are significantly above average among

superior readers; whether any are consistently above average
and fina1ly, whether any of these children earn average or
below average scores on any of the tests.

Nj-neteen children from South Carolina participated
in the stud.y, Their chronol-ogical age range was from 4.!
to 6.J. The eLeven mal-es and eight females were of Black
and ütrhite origin. Their mean IQ was 138 and their mean

reading grade l-evel on the hIRAT was 4.4.
The following tests were administered to aLl the

subjects; Ill-ilois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilitíes (ITPA),

1J"*"" R.
Skills of Ear]y
(October 79?6:)-z

Evans and I-,ind.a Jones Smith,
Readers", The Read.ing Teacher
39 - 43.

"Psycholinguistic
30, No. L



The Slossin Intelligence Test (SIT), the Attention Span for
l,etters subtest of the Detroit Tests of l,earning Aptitude
(DT1,A), and the Colarusso HaÍunill Motor-Free Test of Visual
Perception.

Results from this study ind.icate that, besid.es readi-ng,

these child.ren achieved superior performance specificaJ-ly in
the skil-ls of sound blending and. visual sequential memory

for letters. Superior abilities in both these skil-Ì areas

were associated. invariably with these precoci-ous readers.
Some children scored within the average range on Subtests
incl-uding aud.itory reception, visual. memory (for geometric

design), auditory association, auditory memory, visual
association, verbal expression, manual expression and' audi-
tory cLosure. Finally, some chi-ldren scored significantly
below average on certain subtests. It aDpears that preco-
ci-ous reading skills are possible in spite of below average

scores on several psycholinguistic and. perceptual motor

skills. Based. on the resul-ts of this study' one can presu:ne

that normal or superior development in each process area is
not essentj-a1 for early reading. The authors conclude that,
until proven otherwise, visual memory for letters and sound'

blending may be necessary accompaniments or even prerequi-
sites for early reading.

E. M. King and. D. T. Friesenl conducted a stud'y to see

if Kindergarten readers can be identified from Kindergarten
non-readers on the basis of sex, â8e, inteLligencer vocabu-

lary, listeni-ng comprehension, following directions, audi-tory
blending, visual discrimination, visual-motor co-ordination,
letter name knowledge, word recognition and. rate of learning
new word.s.

lfirrg and Friesen, "Child.ren hlho Read"r PP. It+? 155.
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Thirty-one early readers, eleven boys and twenty
girls, attending kindergarten in Calgary schools along
with thirty-one nonearly read.ers, twenty-one boys and ten
girJ-s, produced the sample population. The nonearly rea-
ders were rand.omly sampled from the same classes as the
early read.ers.

The design of the study consj-sted of four parts. The

readers were identified through a teacher questioruraire and
the lüord Recognition and ïùord AnaÌysis subtest of the
Durell- Ahal-ysis of Reading Difficulty Test. ParentaL i-nfor-
matj-on was received through a questionnaire. Three kinds of
standardized tests were used in assessing the abilities of
the subjects. These incl-uded the Iorge-Thorndike Tntel-ligence
Test, 1,evel 1 Kindergarte@ the Gates MacGinitie
Readj-ness Skills Test for Kindergarten and Grade 1 and the
T,earning Rate subtest of the
Analysis Test.

The final part of the design included an evaLuation of
the progress mad.e after one year. Thi-s was accomplished
through a teacher questionnaire and three forms of the Gates-

a

Data gleaned. from the various questionnaires and tests
revealed information on characteristics of early readers.
These have been discussed in an earlier section on that to-
pic. The best indicators for distinguishing the early from
the nonearly kind.ergarten readers were intelligence, word
recognition, rate of l-earning new words, visuaÌ discrimina-
tion and letter recogni-tion.

This study, âs recognized by its authors, has several
limitations. The sample was small and the term "reader" had
not been satisfactorily and clearly defined. It was also
difficuLt to control and account for variables in the kin-
d.ergarten and home envi-ronment whi-ch coul-d. contribute to
early success in read.ing.

i _: r.. ¡ i-.:.j
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It should be noted., however, that Durkinl critj-cizes
King and Friesenrs stud.y on the basis that incompJ-ete
statistical evidence for the end of the year results were
given. 0n1y raw scores from three subtests are reported.
As a result, concÌusions based on this information are quite
limited. In addition, di-fferences in intelligence scores
for the two groups were not taken into account j.n any
statistical- test.

Another study by C. Morrison, A. J. Harris and I. T.
Auerbachz attempted. to determine the advantages and. dis-
advantages of early read.ing ability among bLack d.isadvantaged
children entering Grade 1 in New York City.

Fifty-eight early read.ers were identified by teacher
nomination and checked on the basis of their ability to
identify one or more words in print from The Detroit l,¡lord

Recogrnition Test. These early readers were compared with
both matched and unmatched non-early readers.

Both types of chiLdren were grouped for either a
skills-centered. o"'" language experience approach for j-nstruc-
tion in Grades 1 and 2. Most of the subjects moved d.uring the
third and final year of the study and. control was not attemp-
ted over the approach used by the classroom teachers. The
authors assumed that at this grade level, most of the child-
ren were taught by a skills centered form of instruction.

' No special program was offered. for the early readers.
Early in the first grad.e pupil readiness information

was gathered using the Murphy-Durrel-l Reading Readiness Tests, -

the hlord Meaning and f,istening subtests of the wlglrop"]ilan

lDolores Durkin, ì,,4 Six Year Study of Chil-dren Who
learned to R"?9_?t Agg Four", Reading Rêseareh Quarterly 10,
No. ! (7974-1975)z 57.

2-Col-eman Morrison, ALbert J. Harris and Irma T. Auerbach,
irhg Reading Performance of Disadvantaged Early and Non-Early
Readers From Grad.es One Through Three", The Journal_ of
Educational- Research 6J, No. 1 (Septemberffi 26.

' .,,,-,-.,:,.
ir,,É,¡.1
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Reading Read.iness Test and the Thurstone Pattern Copying anÈ

Id.entical Forms Test. Near the end of Grade One the Stanford.
Pråmary Achievement Test, Form X. was given. In April of the
second. year, Form A, of the Metropolitan was given to the
remaini-ng sub j eets.

The early read.ers showed unusually high advantages
over the total group on al-I pretests in Grade One. At the
end of the firsi; grade, the early readers had higher scores
on all reading subtests. At the end. of the second and third
grades, the earÌy readers surpassed the total population and
maintained. this advantage i-n $Iord Knowledge, l,earnj-ng Rate
and Reading, in spite of the method. of j-nstruction. The
authors conclude that pregrade one reading ski1ls are not
detrimental to long-range achievement.

This study makes severaL interesting and valuable
conclusions about J-ong-range achievement of early readers.
However, certain weaknesses in the design of the stud.y need
to be identified. and taken into consideration along with
these resul-ts. Additional information on the sampJ-e popula-
tion could have been given. This information couLd then help
the reader to und.erstand more clearly what the authors meant
by the "disadvantaged" early and nonearly reader.

Also, test resul-ts were gathered for the first two
years from the subjects but by the third year most of the
chil-dren had moved. from the experimental- schooLs. The re-
maining chj-ldren were tested, according to the design of the
study, but the authors assumed that these transferred. chil--
d.ren would receive a skil-1s-centered. form of instruction.
Howeverr rro information is given as to whether attempts werê
mad.e to verify these assumptions. Also, ilo specific informa-
tion is given about the numbers of children who transferred
out of the experimental schooLs. The authors merely refer to
these transfers as "the majority of the children".l

,|tlbj-d., p. 23.
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Durkinl also criticizes their study for offering no
information on any statistical test, in spite of the re-
sults reported as statistically significant at either the
.01 or the .001 levels.

M. H. Suttonz conducted. a study to determine the
results of early readers in the kindergarten years. One

hundred and five kindergarten children from Muncie,
Indi-anna were given the opportunity to learn to read
during the school year 7962-63. The subjects represented
a wide socio-economic range but most of them were from a
middle-c1ass standard of living. All subjects were white
and 96/0 were Protestant.

The subjects were given an opportunity to learn to
read through a series of unstructured. reaàing activi-ties.
By the end of the year, sixty-six of the children were par-
ticipating regularly in these informal reading activies.

In Apriì. the Gates Primary Reading Aqhievement Test
was administered to all .subjects and. forty-six chiLdren
were identified with reading scores at a level of 1.J or
higher. The mean score for these children was !.?6.

The hund.red and. five subjects were divided into three
groups for comparative purposes over the following three
years. Group A consisted of forty-si-x subjects who scored.
a mj-nimum reading lever of r.3. Group B consisted of fifty-
nine subjects who didn't score on the Gates test during
April of the kind.ergarten year. Group c consj-sted of twenty-
four subjects who were new and had transferred into the Grade
One cl-assrooms from other kindergarten situations. sutton
assumed that these children had not been exposed. to kind.er-
garten reading experiences similar to the ones in thj-s stud.y.

lDr=kirr, "A Six Year Study,,, pç 56.

lviarjorie Hunt Sutton, "Chil-dren üIho learned. to Read.in Kindergarten: A longitudinal Study"
22, No. 7 (April 1969) ¿ 595-602. .'Í¡rìii.l;¿iìi:,¡çiì
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The Gates series of reading tests were used. to measure
pupil reading achievement during the.three years of the
study. Additional information on intelligence, personality,
chronological and mental age, father's ed.ucation, home

background factors and the presence in the family of older
siblings was a.l-so gathered. Instruction at each of the
grade levels varied and was left completely up to the tea-
chers. The author assumes that this form of instruction
and. the subsequent learning experiences were simílar to
those found. in most American schools.

At this time, all Grade One students were administered
the SRA Primary Menta1 Ab and these resuLts
were includ.ed. in the study.

An analysis of the results reflected more similarities
in aLl the subjects' chronological ages than in their mental-
ages or in their intelligence. A five year mental age span
was noted within the three groups.

Another interesting result from this stud.y was that
the 6.J mental age prerequisite for beginning reading proved
to be inappropriate for this study. Oniry 60% of the sub-
jects with a 6.5 mental age l-earned to read in Kind.ergarten.
23% of those with Less than a 6.5 mental age showed reading
achievement during their Kindergarten year.

The chiLdren in Group A had fathers with a very high
educational leve1 and they had a higher social- and economic
status, although this may have been influenced by the surroun- 

'',,,:
ding area and the proximity to the nearby University. The

early readers kept up their advanced standings during the
three years of the study but there was a wide range of cog-
nitive growth and. learning rates over the three grades. 

ilrir:rr.

Although this stud.y offers support for the continuing i'.

and j-ncreasi-ng read.ing achievement of early readers in the
primary grad.es, there are certain limitations which must be

taken into account. The author acknowledges the fact that
the earJ-y readers in Kindergarten spent a small portion of

i..i .:r.:';
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their school day ín the read.ing activities yet points out
how significant the results were over a three year period.
Not enough j-nformation is stated in the stud.y to help deier-
mine what caused certain children to become interested in
the available reading activities during the Kind.ergarten
year. Further analysis on those children who were attracted
to these activities might have reveal-ed some valuabl-e and.

enlightening information.
DurXinl críticizes Sutton's stud.y on the lack of

information regarding any statistical test to controL for
the wide range of intelligence test scores.

J. E. Brzeinski2 reports on a stud.y which attempted.
to d.etermine if beginning reading could be taught effectively
in Kindergarten. Four thousand students from one hundred and

twenty-two classes in Denver Public Schools were randomly
assigned. to controL and research groups. This resulted in
sixty-one controL and sixty-one experimental classes, inclu-
ding fifteen hr.¡ndred ,control subjects and twenty-five hundred
experimental subjects.

Ihe control- groups followed a regular Kind.ergarten
program while the experimental groups followed a reguJ-ar
Kindergarten program as welL as twenty minutes each day of
instruction in beginning reading activities. These activities
includ.ed spoken context, capital and small letters, letter
form and sound relations, initial letter of words and. cLoze.
The reading achievement of the subjects was fol-lowed and
anal¡r¿s¿ into their fifth year at schooL.

At the start of Grade 0ne, all subjects in the study
were divided into four groups. Group One subjects received

lDurkin, "A Six Year Study", p. 55.

zJoseph E. Brzei-nski, "Beginning Reading in Denver",
The Reading Teacher 18, No. ! (October 1964)z t6 - 2!.
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a regular program in the Kindergarten and in all grades.
Group Two received the regular Kindergarten program then a
research and adjusted program from Grade One and on. Group
Three received an experimental Kindergarten program but a
regular program from Grade One and. ot1. Finally, Group Four
received an experi-mental and adjusted program in Kind.ergarten
and in all grades as wel-l . '

At the concl-usion of the study in six years time,
several observations were made. Beginning,reading can be
effectively taught to a large number of Kindergarten chil--
dren. The reading gains made at this time can be maj-ntained
past Grad.e T\ro by adjusting the teaching programs. Brzeinski
also reports that no evidence was found in this study to de-
monstrate that' early reading instruction affected vi-sual
acuity, created problems of school adjustment or caused. a 

!dislike for reading. 0n the other hand, such information
regarding intelligence, chronologieal and. mental ages, de- 

f

tails on home environments and reading read.iness which could 
i

lead to vaLuable insights about the reported results were not 
r

presented. l

Again Durkinl points out a weakness in this stud¡r as in
the others previousJ.y reported. rn this study she examined.
the design and felt that it eould have a significant effect
on the research findings. The authors chose a reading test 

,,

which was cJ-osely linked to the instructional materiaLs used. 
:with the experimentaL subjects during the Kindergarten ':

programo

C. Personke2 h"" analyzed the Denver Read.ing project
and lists severaL of his concerns over the study. He belj-eves
that the design of the study has some weaknesses which cast

1D.r"kirr, "A Si-x Year Study,,, p. j5.
ZCarÌ Personke, "The Denver Reading project',, Child.hood

Education 44. No" g (wtay t96B)¿ jZ6 - 578.
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doubt on some of the """rrft". Personke questions whether
or not the study j-s really measuring long-term results.
He is uncertain that a six year longitudinaL study is a
long enough time span to d.etermine its long range effec-
tiveness. Personke recogni-zes that the study cl-aims that
early reading does not cause reading d.isability. His con-
cerns lie more with the fact that early reading doesn't
appear to prevent reading disability.

In summary, Personke views the Denver study as another
attempt to mold a child to fit a program. He stresses the
need. for ed.ucators to focus attention to read.i-ng programs
which adjust to the individual child and which prevent rea-
ding disability.

One of the most significant studies rel-ated to the
effects of early reading on schooL achievement was conducted

1by Durkin*, where she attempted to determine the effects of
early reading instruction over a period of six years.

Forty-nine subjects, twenty-nine maLe and twenty female
were identified as early read.ers upon their entrance into
Grad.e One. The study took place in Oakland, California and
the subjects represented upper middle to lower class socio-
economic leveLs. The intelligence range of the subjects was
from p1 to !61. The average IQ was 127 and. the average rea-
ding leveL was !.9.

At the Grade One level, these early readers were given
the Gates Primary lrlord Recogniti-on Test and the Gates Primary
Paragraph Reading Test, and where necessary, the Gates
Advanced Paragraph Reading Test in order to estabU-sh the
upper limits of reading ability for the group. This testing
proeedure was administered biannual-ly for Grades One through
to Three, and. annually for Grades Four, Five and Sj-x.

1D,.r"kirr, "A Fifth-Year Report',. pp. 76 - 80.

¡-,.,,ì..,-.
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Results from this study ind.icate that the lower the
intelligence of the child, the greater was the advantage of
his head start in reading. By the end of Grade Five, âl-
though those chil-dren with lower intelligence were read.ing
'þelow their grade level, they were reading at a higher Level
than other Grade Five chil-d.ren of comparabLe intelligence.

Fifteen of these early read.ers had. been accelerated.
and by the end of the study they were in a Grade Sj-x cl-ass.
Twelve of these fifteen remained in the school and were com-
pared on the basis of mental age to the 1¡¡¡o hundred. and forty-
one children who were their Grade Sj-x classmates. The early
readers had a mean mental age of !t+.O while the regular Grad.e
Six students had a mean mental age of 13.0.

Further'results from this study indicate that early
achievement in reading had no detrimental effect on subsequent
achievement. In some cases, the data suggests that earlier
reading leads to greater achievement in future years.

Another study cond.ucted by Durkinl attempted to look
more closely at some unexpected findings in her first study
with the Oakland. California children. These incLud.ed the
large number of early read.ers who came from what socioLo-
gists would. call the blue-collar class. Another unexpected
finding incLuded the wide range of j-ntelU-gence of the early
read.ers. ALthough this earlier stud.y had not intentionally
focused. on the factor of personality, the parent questionnaire
did reveal valuabLe insights into characteristics of these
early readers. These results, then, suggested the need. for a

second study to determine their effects more clearly which
Durkin undertook.

One hundred and eighty Grade One students in thirty-five
different school-s situated in New York City, became potential
subjects through a word. recognition process. They

'i::::!:::i::r,,-:1.),,1:\!lliì.ifl..t!;):i:!:!¡|:':.,a|i,::.::i:i:ti ...:,. i
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lDrr"kirr, "Children Inlho Read"r pp. 7l+3 - 148.
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then were administered. the Gates Primary lrlord. Recognition
Test and the Gates.Primary Paragraph Reading Test. Those

who received perfect scores were given the advanced form
of these tests. This process then identified one hundred
and fifty-seven child.ren as early readers.

From this population thirty were randomly sampled
and matched to non-early readers i-n Grade One. with similar
intelligence. These became the experimental and control
groups which were studied for two years in order to examine
their pre-first grade life and to compare, over time, theÍ-r
read.ing achj-evement.

The testing procedure used. to identify the early
read.ers was used at the end of Grade One al-ong with the
Revised Stanford-Binet Scale. During the second. year of

interviewed and were given
Gestalt Test as well as

the research, the -children were
a word memory test, the BCndCf
reading tests.

In addition, home j.nterviews were conducted with both
groups as well- as ratj.ng scales covering certaj-n personality
and intelligence factors.

Results from this longitudinal study indicate that by
the end of Grade One, the early readers were more advanced
in reading than the non-early read.ers. Both groups repre-
sented a fairJ-y equal socio-economic status. The early
readers' fathers had a l-ower educational level- but their
mothers had a higher educational- level than did those in the
control group. More of the early readers' parents were
foreign born.

Although the chronol-ogical ages of both groups were
the same, the early read.ers apparently walked. and. talked
earlier. The early readers tended to come from smaLler
families and watched l-ess TV but got more out of it when

they d.id.. This was noted through their questions and. obser-
vations about commercial-s in particular. In addition, these
early readers liked soJ-itary play and quiet activities. All
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parents of the early readers and twenty-two parents of the
non-earIy readers iead to their children during the pre-
school- years but the parents of the early readers explained,
di-scussed, answered. and. asked further questions about the
books with their child.ren. The parents of the non-early
readers did not encourage this as they felt they might
confuse their chlldren and hence, lessen their interest in
both school- and in books

Both of Durkin's longitudinal studies provid.e evidence
for advanced. read.ing achievement in early readers by the end.

of Grad.e 0ne. This ad.vantage was mai-ntained throughout the
six year duration of the California study.

In su¡nmary, from these studies it, appears that early
readers represented varied backgrounds. They incl-uded
different ranges of socio-economic status, varied parental
educational levels and a wi-de range of inteÌligence with
the subjects themselves.

These early readers did. share some coÍrmon traits.
They came from home situations wherein some member took
the time to answer questions and stimul-ate further questJ-ons
on their child's interest in letters and words. These early
readers also had an opportunity to read words which interes-
ted them and. to be exposed to books d.uring their preschool
years. The parents of these early readers seemed both in-
terested, sel-f confid.ent in their abilities to heJ-p and.

willing to help their preschoolers to read. Finally, both
studies seem to suggest that earJ-y reading achievement has
no detrimental- effect on subsequent achievement.

These last few research studies offer a good deal of
information concerning early reading at the Kindergarten
1evel. Although many of the following observations require
additional supportive research, they névertheless can be

' viewed as a foundation of information on the topic under
investigation.

i l; ¿.: ,
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1. The earLy read.ers studied. represent varied backgrounds:
there were readers from several socio-economic and
educationaL levels.

2. These precocious readers had a wide range of intelligence.
3. Most of the readers came from a home environment which

refl-ected concern, interest and active co-operation for
their child.ren's obvj-ous curiosity with letters and.

words
4. Reading can be taught at the Kindergarten level- with

evidence of some long-range achievement. This reading
achievement is best maintained and advanced thr'ough an
adjustment of the reading instructj-on in subsequent
grades to meet the individual- needs of the early reader.

5. There appears to be evidence from the longitudinal
studies that early readi-ng achievement does not have a
detrimentaL effect on subsequent achievement. It can,
in some cases, prove to be quite beneficial- to reading
achievement in later years.

6. Early research on early reading supports the view that
a child should onJ-y begin formaL readi-ng instruction
when he has successfully passed. through a series of
sequential stages of maturation.. This concept of totaL
and complete readiness for reading in all stages of
devel-opment has been challenged. It now appears that
not every ski1l needs to be completeJ-y deveJ-oped before
reading can take place. Ho'ilever, there are certain
skills which seem to be prerequisite or at least accom-
paniments for reading and it seems that these must be
well- deveJ-oped to facilitate the reading process.

7. The research launched in the Last two decades has been
criticized because of the weak structure of the designs
and. the incomplete reporting procedures. Many necessary
pieces of informati-on were either ignored or else based
on assumptions. Man¡r variables which could significantly
effect the results were not controlled, thereby weakening

tisj¿:,.1ìthe results to some degree.
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Research Rel-ated to Read.ing Strategies of Early Readers

at the Kíndergarten I,evel

Research in early reading has attempted to determine
the long range effects of early reading and early readi-ng
instruction at the Kindergarten level as weLl as to inves-
tigate certaj-n characteristícs of these precocious readers.
However, there appears to be no reported research on the
strategies which early readers employ fop word recognition
tasks. Thus, very little is known about the ways in which
young chil-dren learn to use cue strategi-es during the
recognition of a word.

Information regarding the word. recognition strategies
with early feaders could lead to valuabìe and much needed
insight for subsequent read.ing instruction, possibly with
both early readers and non-ear1y readers as welL.

The purpose of this study, then, will be to begin to
bridge this inforrnational gap by conducting an exploration
into the word recognition strategi-es used by early readers
at the Kind.ergarten l-evel.

The following study has been selected as supportive
evidence for procedures in the proposed design of this
stud.y. A study by M. Hardy, R. G. Stennett and P. C.

1
Smythe^ attempted to determine what strategies child.ren in
Grades One and Two use in word recognition tasks.

Part of the method of the study incLuded a questionning
procedure wherein the subjects were requi-red to respond to a
printed word and then answer the question "How did you figure
out what that funny word said?"2 The term "fum.ty" was used
because of the presence of nonsense words.

"Word. Attack:
English JOo No.

lMad"lirr" Hardy, R. G. Stennett and. P. C. Smythe,
How.Do They Figure Them Out?", El-ementary
t (January 1973)z 99 - tO?.

Zrbid., p. 1oo.
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Part of the method of the study j-ncl-uded a questionning
procedure wherein the subjects were required to respond to a
printed word and then answer the question "How did you figure
out what that funny word. said?"1 The term "funny', was used
because of the presence of nonsense words.

One observation derived from this study was that
children at this age can successfuJ-ly describe their pro-
cess of word recognition.

Although students from the proposed étuOy wiLL be at
the Kindergarten leveÌ, this procedure of attempting to ex-
plain the chosen strategies for word recognition will be

' used. By taping each explanation, an analysis of each cue
strategy can be carried out more conveniently and j-n greater
detail after the study has coneluded.

1rbid. , p. 1oo.



CHAPTER III

DESIGN OF T}M STUDY

The purpose of this paper was to conduet an
exploratj-on into some of the word recognition strategies
of chil-dren who can read at the Kindergarten level. The

study was designed to determine whether these early read.ers
in Kindergarten did have word recognition strategies, and
if so, to identify them.

This chapter wil-l present a d.escription of the pilot
and research studies including a detailed outline of the
content analysis of the various data collecting instrum-
ents "

PIIOT STTIDY

The purpose of the pilot study was threefold:
1) to d.etermine if chiLd.ren at the Kindergarten level were
able to explain their word. recognition strategies; 2) to
determine which of Z,3rllrJ and 6 letter words, both real
and nonsense, gave the most information about word recog-
nition strategies for these Kindergarten children; and 3)
to determine if the set of questj-ons in the questionnaire
were sufficiently comprehensive to obtain information
about the subjects from which patterns or certain charac-
teristics woul-d appear, if present within the sample.

Results from the pilot provided the following
observations.: The Kindergarten subjects were abl_e to ex-
plain their word recognition strategies to the investiga-
tor. The subjects were al-so able to respond more often to
2rJ and,4 letter words than to the 5 and. 6 l-etter words.
Thus, more information was elicited about their word re-
cognition strategies with the 2r) and 4 Letter word.s. It
was found that the questionnaire needed more precise

35



questions, thus a more detail-ed organi zationar format was
d.esigned. to reveal maximum information about each subject
and their invol-vement with printed words.

The pilot also demonstrated that the word test
needed more time than the letter test as ít required a
more complex recognition process within each child. The
extra time for the word test permits the child to sort out
the word. recogniti-on strategies used in id.entifying the
test words and in describing these strategies to the
investigaior.

THE RESEARCH STUDY

Sample

Forty Kindergarten subjects, !6 girls and. 24 boys,
participated in the study. All subjects were selected. by
their teachers and categorized as early readers or non-
readers, according to their teacher's assessment of their
reading abilities. The readers and. nonread.ers were matched
on the basi-s of being in the same class, the same sex, the
same socio-economic background and having simi]ar chrono-
logical ages. The subjects came from eight Kindergarten
classes in three schools situated in a large urlinnipeg subur-
ban schooL division which represents an average to above
average socio-economic level. 1

At the start of the stud.y , 20 early readers were
matched. to 20 nonreaders. After the study was completed,
2 of the nonreaders revealed. an abil-ity to read. Thus, it
was decided to categorize them with the readers. This re-
sulted in 4 unmatched subjects, sinee there were now 22
readers and 18 nonreaders. Because of these uneven numbers,
it was also decid.ed that the raw scores would be cal-culated

jl:::;r:. 
'i:.'l

1A ti"t of the matched sample appears in Appendix A.
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into percentages for a more realistic comparison of the
. results from both groups.

Certain background information'about the sample was
el-icited from the teachers before the study took place;
how the teachers knew about a subject's reading ability,
the subjectsr chronological ages and, i-f possible, infor-
mation on their range of intelligence as determined. from
available IQ scores, a description of the kinds of reading-
related activities which took place at the school- and what-
ever information was availabLe regarding reading-reJ-ated.
activities in the home.

DATA CO],I;ECTING PROCEDURES

1 ) Testing. Materials

The foll-owing is a list of materials which was used
in the study;

- tape recorder and tapes
stopwatch
5"x3" bLank white cards for the letters and word.s
one table and two chairs
scoring materiaLs (letter and word scoresheets,
penciJ-s , ruJ-.er )
investigatoy's list of instructions and test

I
procedures

.2) Procedures 
i;'¡:';:;

The data collecting consisted of 4 stages - a general ;:,1,",,'.,:

introduction, a letter name and. letter sound test, a word 
,,,..,,,:,'.recognition test and a questionnaire. Each section wiLl

be dealt with separately.

1. General Introduction
0n an individual basis, each subject was introduced.

to the investigator, the testing situation and the testi-ng
instruments. The investigator showed each subject the
letter and word cards and the tape recorder which were
being used during the iest situation. The investigator
discussed with each subject the tr¡¡o types of words that
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appeared on the word. cards. Four examples of real and
nonsense words wer.e given in rand.om order and. each child
was required to categorize each word as either real_ or
nonsense. This enabled the investigator to determine the
level of comprehension for these ttrro types of words for
each subject. Each subject was seated along with the in-
vestigator at a table on which were placed. the letter and
word. cards and the tape recorder.

The first test was then undertaken.

d,. f,etter Name and. f.etter Sound. Test

The letters of the alphabet were shown to each
subject one at a time but in random ord.er. Each l-etter ,
in its upper and l-ower case form, was printed on a 5.,x3,,
white card. The child was asked to identify each letter
name and letter sound within a specific time limit. Five
seconds was allowed to identify the letter name and another
five seconds to identify the l-etter,sound. The investiga-
tor scored these resuLts manua]ly during the test situation.

3. hlord Test

The third. stage of the test situation consisted of
the word test. Each subject was shown six rear and. six
nonsense words. Each real word was matched to a nonsense
word on the basis of letter number and. letter ord.er.
Nonsense words were included in the study to help control-
for unseen factors with the real word.s and. thereby affecting
the results of the test in some way. Below is a list of the
words which were used in the word test;

NONSENSE

up
go
cat
fed
stop
runs

ib
ta
bon
suf
flan
gids
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Each word was printed in lower case letters and
appeared individuaily on a 5"x3" white card. TWo, three
and. four letter word.s, two from each of these categori-es,
for both the real- and nonsense words, were used in the test.

Each child was required to identify each word. within
a ten second time limit. 

-

hlhenever a subject's response to a word was either
comect, i-ncorrect or partly correct t tJrre question, "what
helped you to figure out that word?', was asked. Further
questionning occured if a subject did not understand what
the investigator meant or else gave an explanation that
was unclear and did not reveaL the subject's word. recogni-
tion strategy for that word.

Scoring for the word test was d.one manuaLLy by the
investigator during the test. The word test was also taped
for later analysis of the word. recognition strategies.

l+. Questionnaire

The last stage of the test situation i-nvol-ved a
questionnaire comprised of eighteen questions. The ques-
tioru:aire was designed. to obtain information in the
following areas;

1) concept of reading
2) explañation of reading
3) evaluation of reading
4) home reading environment
The questions were asked. in random order, d.epending

on the flow of the discussion between the investigator and
the child. The following questions were desi-gned for each
of the four maj-n sections i

Concept of Reading-

1. T'rlhat do you think read.ing is?
2. What sorts of things do people read?
3. ltlhy do you think people read?

Explanation and Eval-uation of Reading
l+" Do you know how to read.?

if yes. . 5. How did you learn? Inlho helped you?

t:::
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i-f no.. Is somebody helping you learn to read?
Do you like readi-ng? lnlhy? Intrhy not?

Reading Environment-

7. Do you like to read books at home?
i-f yes.. Tell me about your favourite book.

B. Does someone read to you at home?
if yes.. Who?

!ühen do they read to you?
Where do the books come from?

9. Have you ever been to a library?
if yes.. VtJho takes you?

TelI me what you do at the library.
if no.. Do you know what a library is?

It should be noted that not every question was asked
of each subject since some were designed to folLow a posi-
tive response whil-e others were designed to follow a nega-
tive response to a previous question.

The questionnaire was taped for l-ater analysis and

there was no time limit for this stage of the test.

3) Time Tab1e

The study was conducted over a period of flve school
days during the month of January, 7978. The investigator
visited the morning and afternoon Kindergarten classes at
the three schools to conduct the tests with each of the
participating subjects. 1

PRECAUTIONS TAKEN TO AVOTD CONTAMTNATTON OF DATA

The investigator took severaL steps to avoid
contaminating the data duri-ng the test situation. lVhen

possible, the testing was cond.ucted in a secluded or quiet
area that was rel-atively free from distracting noises and
activities. This usually was one section of the Kindergar-
ten room that was free from children and activities.

VerbaL encouragement from the investigator, such as

"Good", "ThatIs fine", or "tretts try the next one, 0K?",

1A timetabLe for these test d.ays appears in
Appendix E.

:.::.::'. :.4.' :.:."

¡.:.. :. ' '."'
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. was used after a response from each subject or when the
time limit had expired. It was fel-t'that this verbal
encouragement, when used consistently, would help mj-nimi-ze
anxiety and frustrati-on within the subject and possibly
would encourage him or her to provide more ínformatj-on
about his or her word. recognition strategies through both
his or her explanations and casual- comments about letters
and word.s.

Once each subject and the investigator had discussed
the presence of the tape recorder, no further attention
was drawn to it. The machine chosen for the study had a
built-in mj-crophone so as to minimize any attention d.rawn

to it during the taping session. The recorder was turned
on before tñe word test and. left on until the questionnaire
was completed.

The letter and. word scoresheets were designed. for
quick and easy manuaL scoring during both tests. As much

information as possible was fil-l-ed in before the test. A

pre-determined. legend was designed and used. to fill in the
various possible types of responses given by the subjects
(correct, incorrect, partly correct, ho answer).

A stopwatch was started at the beginning of the
Letter and word tests. The investigator recorded the sub-
ject responses within the pre-d.etermined. time l-imits by
observing the stopwatch rather than clicking it on and off
each time. It was hoped that this precaution would mini-
mize distractj"ons for each child during the testing situation.

CONTENT ANAI,YSIS OF THE DATA COT.TNCTING INSTRUMENTS

;. ., :.

All of the data collecting instruments were designed 
r::'::':l

specifically for use d.uring this study. The following j-s a
description of the contents of each of the tests. ,

].,'.. ,.,,
r:.-l-

ì. ì-ri,':i rî
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ï,etter Test

t,
2.
3.
l+.

5.

hlord Test

recognition
recognition
recognition
recognition
recognj-tion

of the 20 consonant names.
of the 20 consonant sounds.
of the 6 vowel names.
of the 6 vowel sound.s.
of each vowel- name and vowel sound.

1. recogni-tion of the
2. recognition of the
3. recognítJ-on of the

nonsense.
4. whenever a response to a word was attempted, the

fol-lowing question was directed to each subject;
"l{hat helped you to figure out that word?".

Questionnaire

1. an analysis of the
each question for

2. an anaÌysis of the
each question for

Individual Subiects

6 real- words.
6 nonsense words.
tZ test words, reaJ- and

information obtained from
the readers.
information obtained from

the nonreaders.

1. number of eorrectly identified consonant names
and consonant sound.s, vowel names and vowel
sounds.

2. number of correctly identifi-ed real, nonsense
and totaL of real and nonsense words.

3. identification of the strategies used in the
word recognition task.

4. analysis of the information obtained from the
questionnaire.

Results from each item of the letter and word tests as
well as the questionnaire were analyzed for each child" As
we1I, a comparison of these resul-ts was made between the
read.ers and. the nonreaders.

As this study was an exploration into some of the word
recognition strategies of read.ers at the Kind.ergarten Ievel,
the analysis of the data was descriptive rather than
statistical. Because of the uneven
the two groups, the raw scores were
tages for a more
both groups.

numbers of subjects in
calculated into percen-

aicurate comparison of the results between

13,'Ë;



CHAPTER Îf

The purpose of this study was to explore some of the
word recognition strategies of early readers at the
Kindergarten level-. An anal-ysis of the data gathered will
be divided into the following categories:

1. Pretesting Information
2. f,etter Test
3. lrlord Test
4. ltlord Recognition Strategies
5-. Investigator Cueing on !{ord Test
6. Sex Differences foi the Letter and Word Tests
7. Questionnaire

. B. Individual Subject Results for the Letter and,
Irlord Tests

1. PRETESTING INFORMATION

Certaj-n informati-on on the subjects was gathered
from each Kind.ergarten teacher before the testing situation
took place. The teachers were asked. how they came to re-
cognize an early reader's abiLity to read. These teachers
explained that this reading ability was exposed through
classroom actj.vities, such as pocket charts, labelling,
matching words to pictures and to words, making and. reading
language experience charts and. observing children who had
books and could read. them. In general, information on a
Kindergarten child's ability to read was revealed. through
informaL observations during daily classroom activities.
, Information on the subjects' chronological ages was

gathered. from the teachers at this time and appears in
Append.ix A.

No informatj-on on the subjectsr range of intelligence
was avail-able in any form, including InteJ-ligence Tests,
for any of the subjects.

Information on the kinds of reading-related activities
were gathered. No information on such activities in the
home was available through the Kindêrgarten teachers. The

43
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following is a d.escription of the readi-ng-related
activities which took place at each school. ,

At School A, the teacher identified. her classroom
reading-rel-ated activities as poeket charts, labelling,
matchj-ng words and pictures to word.s and making experience
charts. Subjects visited the library on a regular basis
with their teacher and were allowed to sel-ect their owïr

books and take them home. They also received. instruction
from the librarian. No formal read.ing lessons had. taken
place arthough l-essons dealing with letter names and sounds
were being pJ-anned.

At School B, a great deal of labelJ-ing and language
experience stories took place. Examples of circled, u¡nder-
lined and. copied Letters and word.s as well as stud.ent-
d.ictated, teacher-printed stories to accompany paintings
and art ob j ects were displayed ever¡rwhere in the room. A

reading center with a wi-de selection of books was one of
the activities in the room. These subjects visited the
J-ibrary on a regular basis, received. instruction from the
librarian and were allowed to select books and. take them
home. stories were read to the subjects on a regul-ar basis,
both at the library and. daily in the classroom. Subjects
had. been j-ntroduced to certain l-etters and their sounds, on
an informal basi-s.

At SchooL C, reading-related activj-ties such as group
language experience charts, labelling and student-dictated
stories for their art were a part of their daily routine.
Both teachers fol-l-owed a specific series of Lesson plans
which introduced l-etter names and their sounds as well as
words to the student. At the time of testing, the students
were just being introd.uced. to the series. !üorksheets rela-
ting to letter names, letter sounds and. words would. be
available to the students if they wished to complete them
as an activity. These students visited the Ìibrary on a
regular basis, chose their own books and. received some

instruction from the librarian. Stories were read to them
daily.

;: :'
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ANA],YSIS OF THE DATA

Subjects for this stud.y were chosen and categorized
as readers and nonreaders by their teachers, However,
analysis of the letter and word tests revealed tr¡ro sub-
jects, Reader 4 and Reader 18, who were originally cate-
gorized. as nonread.ers but showed. readi-ng ability on the
tests. Because of this, the two subjects were classified
with the readersr group. The readers then numbered twenty-
tr¡ro and. the nonreaders numbered eighteen. Because of the
uneven numbersr pêrcêntages were caLculated. for a more
real-istic comparison of the results of the two groups. l

2. T,ETTER TEST

0n an individual basis and in random order, the
subjects in the study were shown each l-etter of the alpha-
bet and. were requi-red to give its name and sound within a
specific time limit. Figure I shows the resul-ts of both
the readers and nonreaders on this test. A response for a
vowel sound which gave either the short or long sound. or
the three variations for the Y sound (as in Vêsr happy or
fly), were considered correct. If a variation of a vowel
sound was given and. was correct, '(the o sound. in to), this
was al-so considered acceptable.

a ) Read ers ( ee Su¡,j ects )

?3/" ß6/ZZ) knew all the consonant names and. I8/"
(t+/zZ) knew all the consonant sounds . gt% (Zo/Zz) knew alt-
six vowel names and,23% ß/22) knew aÌl the vowef sounds.

tOO% (ZZ/ZZ) knew the vowel names A,E,I,O and Y and
gt/" (ZO/ZZ) knew the vowel name U. Results for the vowel
sounds ind.icated, that 77/o (77/22) knew the vowel sound. A,

1ïrrdi,ri¿ual- raw scores for the Letter and. word. tests
appear in Appendix B.

i: _'r i:; i.'i

ì.:1;:.'iÌìi
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73% 36/zZ) know the sound for E , 55% (tZ/Zz) knew the
sorurd. for I , 95% Q7/22) knew the O sound., ?3% ft6/Zz)
knew the U sound and 1+t% (9/22) knew i;he Y sound.

As a group, more readers knew the consonant names

03%) than the consonant sounds GAg) and more knew their
vowel names (gt/") than the vowel sounds (27:%).

b ) Nonreaders ( 18 Sub.j ects )

28% (5/18) knew all the consonant names and. none
knew theír consonant sound.s . I+1t16 (B/tB) knew al-1 six
vowel names and none knew alL the vowel sound.s.

Results for the vowel- names showed. that 89/" ß6/ß)
knew the names for A,E, and I, 94y', (I?/tB) knew the l-etter
name 0, 67% Gz/tg) knew the letter name U, and. ?B%

3+/n) knew the letter name Y.
Results for the vowel sounds indicated that ZZ%

(t+/t9) knew the A sound , 6?% (tz/ß) lcnew the E sound.,
2B/" (s/t9) knew the I sound, 44y'" (B/tS) lçnew the 0 sound.,
2B/, (s/t9) knew the U sound., and, O% (o/tï) knew the y
sound..

None of the nonreaders knew aÌl of the consonant or
vowel sounds. As a group they knew more letter names

than letter sound.s.

c) Cornparison of the Readers and. Nonreaders

Referrj-ng to Figure I, it would. appear that the
readers performed better than the nonread.ers in every as-
pect of the letter test. Some of the greater differences
j-n resul-ts incl-ude consonant names, where more than twice
as many read.ers (73/") knew al-l the consonant names as did
the nonreaders QeV"¡. Another large d.ifference between
the trvo groups incl-uded. the vowel names. Here, more than
twice as many readers (9I%) knew al-l six names as the
nonreaders (44%).

Further large differences in results can be seen
with the vowel sounds. More than three times as many

tr:.1:'-';
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read.ers (7?%) knew the A sound. as the nonreaders (22%).

About twi-ce as many readers (55%) knqw the I sound as the
nonreaders (28%). More than twice as many readers (95%)

knew the 0 sound as the nonreaders (l+L+%) , and more than
twice as many readers (73%) knew the U sound as the non-
readers (28%), Cl-ose to half of the readers (ttø) knew

the Y sound whiLe none of the nonread.ers knew this sound.
The range of correct vowel- sound responses for the readers
lvas from 4t% to 9J/o and for the nonreaders it was lrom O%

to 67%.

. Further comparison of the two groups can be seen in
Tabl-e I, where common l-etter error patterns have been anal--
yzed. Three letters, IrX and Y, caused both groups to have
Il-5% or more.errors in the letter sound test. For the l-etter
I, 45/" of the readers and 72/" of the nonreaders coul-dn't
give the correct sound. For the letter X, Jfl" of the
read.ers and. 6?% of the nonread.ers couldn't give the correct
sound. For the letter Y, 59% of tlne readers and 700% of
the nonreaders could.n't give the comect sound.. The remain-
der of the resuLts for both letter names and. sounds showed
varying degrees of differences in error for the two groups
from which no generalizations coul-d be made.

Table 2 indicates the hierarchy of Ìetter name and
letter sound. eruors for both groups. The readers made

errors with 6 of the consonant names and 1 of the vowel
names, while the nonread.ers mad.e Letter name errors with
all 26 letters. For the l-etter sound.s, the read.ers made

emors with t5 of the consonant sounds, including all the
voweL sounds, while the nonread.ers made errors with all 26

letter sounds.
For both the l-etter names and. letter sounds, the

nonreaders made errors with more of the letters than the
readers and the group percentage of errors for each Letter
was higher for the nonreaders than the readers.

1

I
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. TABT,E I

COMMON I,ETTER ERROR PATÎERNS

READERS (ZZ¡ NoNREADERS (ra¡

SOUND

RAW %

NATJIE

RAIJìI %

00%
oo%
oo%
00%
00%
00%
t 5/"
15%
0 Oy'"

1 51¿

1 5/"
oo%
0o%
O 0/"

O Oy'o

00ø
0 0/,

oo%
0 }y'"

O O/"

2Y"
15%
15%
0 0/,

O Oy'"

0 O/"

5 23%

O O/"

1. 5/"
t s/"
6 27/"

t 5/"
L 5/"
! 5/"

10 lt's/"

1 5/"
r 5/,
2 9/"

O 0/"

t 5/"
t 5/"
0 O/"

4 tB/"
t5%
0 0/"

t 5/"
6 27%

29%
2 g/"

13 59/"
t3 59/"
0 O/"

2 tLf"
S zB%

2 t7%

3 t7l,
2 Ltf"
2 tI/"
6 33%

? 37/.
2 77/"

4 2ú"
3 t7/"
5 28y'"

t+ 24"
3 t7/"
1 6/,

3 t7/"
4 22%

2 tI/"
16%
3 flr"
6 33/"
4 22r"

16%
t 6r"

t+ 24"
r 6%'

rlt, 7B/"

s 50%

5 2B/"

10 56/"
6 33%

5 28%

10 56%

5 2B/"

73 72/"
g 50/"
8 4I'6
Itt. ZBf"

3 t7%

t2 67/"

10 56%

6 33/"
11 6t/"
10 56r"
2 tt/"
6 33/"

73 72%

6 33%

t2 67%

72 67%

18 loo/"
B 44%

A

B

c

D

B

F

G

H

I
J
K

L
M

N

0

P

a

R

s

T

U

v
W

X

Y
o
TJ

RAW % IETTER RAIllI /,
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TABI,E 2

HÏERARC}TT OF IETTER ERRORS

READERS NONREADER,S

SOUNDS

Y
Ã,I,
U'I
ItI,X, N
a
DrGr0,R
B'J
K,Z
E,P,T,V
FtC rH
M
S

3. VùoRD TEST

The subjects were requi-red to pronounce a set of six
real and six nonsense words within a specific time limit.
ResuLts of the word. test for both groups can be seen in
Figure 2. Vrlord'responses with either the long or short
vowel sound. for the nonsense word were considered to be
correct.

a) Readers (22 Subiects)

50% (tt/ZZ) of the read.ers knew aLl- six real- words
and 50% (tt/zz) knew aLt of the nonsense words . t+r% çg/zz)
knew all 12 words, both real and nonsense. 95% QL/ZZ)

U
V,W, J,K,G , H

AND SToP, 86/" (tg/22)
BoN, 64/" (ilt/Zz) knew

50% (tt/zz) knew Grps,
and 45% ßO/zz) knew RIINS.

The l-owest percentage of comect responses for

to0%
7B%
72%
67ld
67%
56/"
50/"
t+I+%

33%
28%
t7/"
tt%

y"
5%

knew Go, 97% (zO/ZZ) knew CAT, Up

knew TA, 68% (ts/ZZ) knew FED and
IB and FtgN, 55% ftZ/ZZ) knew SUF,

the
05/") .

x,r 5y,r 45%E,u z?%
A- 23%eß%L,V,W y/"
CrDrFrì
G rHrJr¿
KrNrOrl
R,T J 5%

3y/"
33%
28%

22%

17%

7t%

6/"

H
çr!
B'A
JrM,Qrl
V'Y J
DrKrNrt
PrT I
ArCrE)
F,I,E (
0 ,S r!ìiJ
X,Z

readers was for RIINS (45%) and the highest was for G0
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Al-1 the word.s except
more of the readers.

for RUNS, were recognized, by 50% or

b) Nonreadgrs (18 Subjects)

None of the nonreaders knew all of the real, nonsense
or total of the real and nonsense words. 4t+% (B/ß) knew
cAT, zB% (5/I8) knew TA, 24" @/rB) knew up, tZ% O/tB)
knew IB and STOP, It% (Z/ß) knew RUNS and SUF, 6% (t/tg)
knew GIDS and F],AN, and none knev¡ BON, FED and G0.

Thus the range of correct responses for the nonreaders
was tuon 44% (CAT) to O% (BON, FED and G0). As a group
the nonreaders did. not make more than 44/" corcect responses
for any word. None could identify J words, BON, FED and
G0.

c) CompariFon of the Readers and Nonreaders

The readers knew more of the real, nonsense and
combinati-on of real and nonsense words than the nonread.ers.
More of the readers made correct responses for each word.
than the nonreaders.

Table I displays the conmon word error patterns for
both groups. Three word.s, RIINS, SUF and GIDS, caused. both
groups to make l+5% or more errors in their responses.
For RUNS, 55% of the read.ers and. B)y', of the nonreaders
gave an incorrect response. For SUF, 45/" of the readers
and, ïfl" of the nonreaders gave an incorrect response and.

for GIDS , 50 /" .of the read.ers and. 9t+% of the nonreaders
gave an incorrect response" For the rest of the word.s,
both groups varied. in their error patterns and. no generali-
zations couLd be mad.e from them.
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TABT,E 3

COMMON VìIORD ERROR PATTERNS

READERS

RAhI SCORE

RTINS
GIDS
SUF
FI,A,N' IB
FED, BoN
TA
STOP, CAT, IIP
GO

NONREADERS

RAI¡I SCORE

2
7
2
7
2

!2
B

3
7

10
B

11

tt+
18
10
1B
T5
76
75
t3
1B
t6
t7
t7

y"
5%y"

32%
9/"

55%
36%
tLt%
34"
t+5%

36%
50%

UP
GO
CAT
FED
STOP
RUNS
ÏB
TA
BON
SUF
Fl,AN
GTDS

7B%
loo%

56%
70O/"

83%
B%"
B3%
74"

70o%
B9/"
94%
94/"

Table 4 shows the hierarchy of word errors for both
groups. As a group, the readers made fewer errors for each
word than the nonreaders. The percentage of errors for the
readers ranged from 5% to JJ/" and the range for the non-
readers was from 56% to IOO%. The word with the least
number of errors was G0 (5%) for the readers and CAT (56%)

for the nonreaders. The word with the highest eryor count
was RIINS (55%) for the readers and gL FED and BON (IOO%)

f or the nonread.ers.

TABT,E 4

HIERARCTT OF I/IIORD ERRORS

READERS NONREADERS

5516
50%
45/"
36%
32%
II4"

Y/"
5/"

G0, FED, BON 70o%
FIAN, GIDS g4i6
suF, RtrNs 8g/"
sToP, rB B3/"
UP 78%TA 72/"cAr 56%
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A pattern in some of the word errors can be seen
with the two groups. Both groups had GrDS as their second.
most common error. SUF was their third most conmon, IB
ranked as their fourth, TA as the sixth and cAT was seventh.

I+. I¡IORD RECOGNITION STRATEGTES

After each subject gave a response to a word., ei-ther
correct, incorrect or partly correct, he or she was asked
the question, i'!'ilrat helped you to figure out that word.?"
Table J displays the categorization of word recognition
strategies which the subjects gave for each word response.
All anal-ysis of strategies used by the subjects wirl be
based on thêse categories of explanations.

Table 6 displays the correct and incorrect strategies
gi.ven for each of the 12 words. up was the only word with
no incorrect strategies. Except for two word.s, FED and
GÏDS, which received. an equal number of correct and. incorrect
strategies, more correct responses were given than incorrect
responses for each word. For the six real words, sounds was
the most co¡nmon comect strategy for four of the words, GO,

cAT, FED and ryNS. For lIP and sroPr rro pattern for word
recognition was reveal-ed through the strategies elicited..
The most common correct strategy for IIp was "misceLlaneous',
and for STOP it was "outside influence".

0f the six nonsense words, sounds was the most common
correct strategy for three of the word.s, GIDS, BoN and rB.
Blends was the most common correct strategy for suF and
FIAI, and Letters was the most common correct strategy for
TA.

For the sj-x real_ word.s, initial_ l-etter was
conmon ineorrect strategy for G0, FED and RUNS.

incorrect strategies. CAT had middle and final letters
incorrectand $TOP had miscell-aneous as their most common

ii'rt:ìJir:.:i:
l:.; ..:..:::l
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the most
UP had no

strategies.



I,ETTER SOUNDS

sounded the..
can sound it out
sounded it itr my mind
made the sound
brain helped with the

sounds
said the sounds

BT,ENDS

sounded alL the Letters
put them together and

made the sounds
figured it out by saying

the sounds
my brain tell-s the l-etters

and. I put them together

OUTSIDE INFI,IIENCE

SUPERFICIAI 4XPT,ANATI ON

just knewjust read it
eyes helped
eyes told me
my brain helped
just figured it out
don't know how
not sure why

MISCEIJ,ANEOUS

TABI,E 5

on the stopsign
on the traffic light
heard,/saw it on TV
on my sisterrs runners
on ?-UP bottl-es
Big Bird helped

baby talk/sald it as a
baby

if you change the G to
you make "Kids"

it (Gids) sounds like
(the word,) grass

had a cold
sister/Mom taught me
Mom told me
made ít at home
have it at home
the name of my Dadrs

girlfriend
bon is in (the word)

bonny
i-t's a nonsense word
nothing

I,EFT TO RTGHT

I didn't want to go
backward.s

I started here (points to
the beginning of a word)

Ï,ETTERS

I did the letters
the letters helped
read the letters
the l-etters.. (gave the names)

MTDDI,E IETTER(S )

the l-etter(s).. (gave the
name )

MIDDIE AND FINA], I,ETTERS

names the letters
INITIAI T,ETTER

starts with.. (names the
letter): it's the. .
(names the letter)

INITIAI AND FINAI I,ETTERS

starts with (names' J-etter)
and ends with (names
letter

the.. (names letter) and
the.. (names letter)

CAN SPEII TT

SATìI IT
I saw it before
I saw it aLot

ur('r
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srRArEGrEs uiuo

6

WORD BY AI,I SUBJECTS

TABIE

FOR EACH

CORRECT

miscel-laneous
letters
superficial

expJ-anation
initial- l-etter
saw it

CORRECT

sounds
blends
letters
outside

influence
miscellaneous
initial- Letter
superfici-aJ-

explanation

CORRECT

sounds
initial- letter
letters
miscel]aneous
initial and

final- Letter
outside

infl-uence
can spe1l it
blends
middle letter
superficial

explanation

INCORRECT

ÏNCORRECT

initial
letter 1

superficial
explana-
tion t

INCORRECT

middl-e and
final
letter

CORRECT

sounds
letters
superficial

expÌanation
initial- and

final letter
initial- letter
misceLl-aneous

STOP

CORRECT

outside
influence 5letters 5blends 3sounds 3

initial letter 2
superficial

explanation 2
miscellaneous 7
middl-e letter t

RUNS

CORRECT

sounds
bl-ends
letters
superficial

explanation
initial- letter

INCORRECT

initial letter
initial and

final- ]etter
outside' infLuence
superficial

explanati-on
blends
sounds

INCORRECT

miscell-aneous
initial and

final letter
initial l-etter
sounds

INCORRECT

initial l-etter
middle letter
bl-ends
sounds

UP

B

5

I!
3
T

5
3

3

1
7
t

6
2
2

2
1

5

7

'l i:.:-:.1f ¡r'.r.!....
I ..
-L

7- ',;,, . t '., ,

!
1
1

GO

6
l+
l+

3
1
1

CAT

3
1
1
1

5
It.

3
3

2

2
2
2
2
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TABI,E 6

sTRATEcTES ubno non

CONTINUED

EACH WORD BY AI,T, SUBJECTS

IB

CORRECT

sounds
blends
superficiaL

explanati-on
letters
initial

letter
left to right
miscel-laneous

CORRECT

letters
sounds
blends
initial

letter
superficial

explanation
left to right
miscellaneous

CORRECT

sounds
letters
blends
middl-e and

final
l-etters

left to right
miscel-l-aneous

INCORRECT

initiaL
Letter

superficial
explana-
tion

INCORRECT

initial
letter

INCORRECT

sounds
initial-

letter
superficial

explana-
ti-on

CORRECT

bl-ends 4
l-etters 2
initial and

final
letters 7

miscel-lan-
eous t

left to
right t

FlAN

CORRECT

blends l+

l-etters l+

sounds 3superficial
explanation 2

initiaL
letter t

initial- and
final
letters I

miscel-laneous1

GIDS

CORRECT

sound.s l+

miscel-Lan-
eous 2

bl-ends 2
l-etters 2
final- l-etter 1
l-eft to

right 1

INCORRECT

initial- l-etter
miscel-laneous

ÏNCORRECT

initial- letter
sounds
miscel-Laneous

INCORRECT

superficial
explanation 2

initiaL letter 2
letters t
miscell-aneous 1
sounds I
initial and

final- lettersl

6
2

2
2

2
t
7

2
2

3
1
t

TA

7
6
2

2
7
1

BON

6
3
3

!
t
t



Correct
Total Responses:

sound.s

letters
blends
outside

influence
initial letter
superficial-

explanation
rniscellaneous
ínitial and

final ]etter
left to right
middle letter
can speIl it

SI]MMARY OF

STRATEGIES F'OR

READERS

Incorrect
Tota1 Responses;

29

5z
4o

29

TABT.E 7

WORD RECOGNITION

READERS AND NONREADER,S

initial letter
letters
initial and

fínal letters
miscellaneous
superficial-

explanation
sound.s

blends

t6
t2

t2
77

*9ofthe
** j of the

Correct
Total Responses:

27

tt
6

3

3

3

2

t

I
6

l+

3

soundsrr*
superficial

explanation
saw it
outside

influence
initial and

final letters
miscellaneous
can spell it

12 incorrect strategies came from nonread.er

7 correct strategies came from nonreader tz

NONREADERS

Incorrect
Total- Responses:

27

7

5

4

4

3

3

1

initial letter* tz
superficial

explanation 6

sounds lr

miscel-laneous l+

letters I

:rj i: :

!2

(¡
æ
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For the six nonsense words, i-nitial letter was the
most common íncorrect strategy for rB, TA, SIIF and. FIAN.
The most common incoryect strategies for BON were sound.s,
initial- letter and. superficial expranation. For the word.
GrDs the most common incorrect strategies were initial
letter and superficial explanation.

a) Readers'Strategíes

Table 7 shows the correct and j_ncorrect word
recognition strategies for both the readers and. the non-
readers. The readers' most common correct strategy was
the use of l-etter sounds and. their nost conmon incorrect
strategy was initial letter. out of a possible 264 respon-
ses' !92 or ?3% were correct , z? or to% were incorrect, u3
or t6% were unanswered. and zzz or Búf were attempted.

Out of the el_even different correct strategies, B

deaÌt in some way with letters or words. The remaining
3 incruded the categories of miscel-l-aneous reasons, super-
ficial explanation, and outside influence.

Five of the 7 incorrect strategies dealt with Letter
or word traits and the remaining z includ.ed superficial
explanation and miscell-aneous categories.
b) Nonreaders' Strategies

Referring to Table ?, the nonread.ers' most conmon
correct strategy was the use of sounds and. their most
common incorrect strategy was irritia-'t- l_etter. However, a
closer look at these two strategies was necessary. 0f the
? correct sound. strategies, 5 came from Nonreader !2. of
the 72 initial l-etter incorrect strategies, g came from
Nonreader t2. Keeping these facts in mind., it appears
that the nonreaders as a group did not use sound. and.
initial l-etter as their most common correct and. incorrect
strategies respectively. The next most eommon correct and

/r :F
Percents in this paper may va.ry

below 100 as numbers havé -been rôundeã
slightly above or
off.

ii.,,uÈ,¡:.,
i-;lnr:::-:1.::r

i:¡:'+:t,l::..::
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incorrect strategy used by this group was superficial
explanation. Becatrse of this observati-on, it was concl_uded.
that superficial explanations were the most conmon word.
recognition strategies for the norÌreaders, regard.l-ess of
correct or incorrect identifications.

Out of the 7 correct strategies, J dealt with letters
or word.s, (the use of sounds, ,,ean spelL it,,, and initial
and final J-etters ) , whil-e 4 did not (miscer-laneous, out-
side influence, "saw it al-ot" and superficial explanation).
0f the 5 incomect strategies, J dealt with l-etters (the
use of initial Letter, sounds and letters) while 2 did not
( miscellaneous responses and superficial explanation).

Out of a possible 2t6 responses, ZZ or 13% were
correct, 2? or 13% were incorrect, 54 or z5/o were attenpted
and L62 or 75% were unanswered.

JJy'" or 6/n of the nonreaders. made no responses to
any of the 12 words.

During the word test, it was notieed that some of the
nonreaders used strategies such as initial or finaL letters
but in a reversed order in their word response (eg., at for
ta). some attempted. to sound. out known Letters but were
unable to blend them together and. pronounce the word.

c) Comparison of the Readers and Nonread.ers

Tabl-e B compares the attempted, correct and incoruect
results for the word test with both groups.

TABT,E B

ATTEMPTED, CORRECT AND INCORRECT RESULTS

FOR BOTH GROUPS

NONREADERS

I :";:.;

ATTEIVIPTED

CORRECT

TNCORRECT

222/26t+ - 84%

t93/264 - 73%

27/26l| - rcl"

56/216 - zS%

2?/216 - ß%

2?/216 - D%
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The readers attempted more than .three times as many

responses (84/, - 25%) and made more than five tj-mes as
many comect responses (73% - fi16) as the nonreaders.
Both groups made about the same percentage of incorrect
responses (to% - 73%).

Correct Responses

The most conmon strategy for correbt responses for
the read.ers was sounds and for the nonreaders it was super-

' ficial- explanation. It woul-d appear that the readers ten-
ded to use strategies that related to letters or words and

were abl-e to state the specific strategies they employed.

more often than the nonreaders. The nonreaders did not
. rely on strategies that deal-t with either letters or words

for correct responses.

Incomect Responses

The most co¡nmon strategy for incorrect responses
for the readers was initial l-etter and for the nonreaders
it was superficial explanation. The readers rel-ied ,most

often on strategies dealing with one letter for their
incorrect responses. Nonreaders did not differentiate
in their most common correct and incorrect strategies
and this strategy did not deal with either letters or
words.

5. INVESTIGATOR CIIEING ON hIORD TEST

. l\¡¡o judges read. the transcripts from the word test
to d.etermine if the tester had been cueing the subjects
with their word. recognition responses.

íi -_: 
-:r t': .:ì.

| :r::i::a:ì:iì .::j :::.
i .i:'. :r' ::: :': -:
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Both judges were teachers and. graduate stud.ents
working on a Masters degree.

Since the 40 subjects were exposed to aLl_ 12 words,
there was a possible total of 480 instances for cueing to
take place. In several- cases, more interaction occured
between the investigator and the subject when the investi-
gator felt it was necessary to ask further questions in an
attempt to determine the subjecds. word recognition stra-
tegy. The folLowing is an analysis of the z judges' resurts
for j-nvestigator cueing.

Both judges identified two j-nstances where cueing
took place. The first instance occured with Read.er !, when
the investigator accid.entally ídentified one of the test
words through the question, ,,And. what about ry - what
about this word?"

The second example which both judges identified was
with Reader 4, where the subject asked the tester if a
letter was a B or a D. : The investigator identified the
letter name and the reader gave his response using the
correct letter sound. in his response. rt shoul-d be noted,
however, that the subject recognized his own uncertainty
between the two letters and asked for help in identifying
the letter name correctly. when given this help, the sub-
ject was abLe to make his response, using the correct l-etter ¡i',',,,,,i,"

sound" such an instance might be considered as l-etter cue-
ing, given at the subject's reqirest. Thus, the presense of
investigator cueing for this instance is in question.

There were seven other instances which only one
judge thought were cueing and. the other judge did. not agree.

In sunmary, out of 480 instances, 2 were identified
by both judges as cueing while Z others were identified by
only one judge. The remaining l+7I j-nstances were d.eemed

as being identified without cuein6i. rt was concluded that
cueing for the word test was so minimal- that it did not
greatly affect the word. test results.

, :-. 1:l -r
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6. SEX DIFFERENCES FOR THE IETTER AND WORD TESTS

Figure 3 displays the analysis of the results for
both sexes from al-l three school-s. Some of the more
obvious differences between the sexes can be seen in the
consonant names and with the vowel- sound f. More girls
(6Y") than boys (42%) knew all their consonant names.
Also, for the vowel I sound, more girls (50%) than boys
3l%) knew this sound. The remainder of the resul-ts
dispJ-ayed. varying differences between the two ""*""1.

1A ¿ut"il-ed breakdown of
Appendix G.

these findings is in
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7. QI]ESTIONNAIRE

All subjects, upon compJ-etion of the letter and word
tests, were given a questionnaire. ResuLts from this
questi-orueaire were anaryzed for both the readers and the
nonreaders. Al-1 explanations and answers appear in a
hierarchical order with an accompanying frequency count.

a) Readers

The results of the questionnaire for the read.ers
appears in Appendix c. Results of the questionnaire for
the readers revealed that they were able to offer a vari-
ety of definitions for readirg, invol_ving letters and.

words as well as an activity that reLated to learning or
worki.ng. Most readers associated read.ing with books ,?Z%
(t?/22) and then newspapers,J{o (?/ZZ). As a group, the
readers were able to give 13 different examples of read.ing
material, some more frequentJ-y than others. They offered
a variety of explánations as to why people read. t?% (3/ZZ)
saw it as a learning activÍ-ty, IZ% ß/ZZ) as something
people want to do and fl" (z/zz) didn,t know. The remaind.er
of the answers varied.

Five questions pertained to an explanation and.

eval-uation of read.ing. 59% ßl/zz) of the readers id.enti-
fied themseLves as readers, z?% (6/22) admitted they couLd
read. a l-ittle and 7t+/" 3;/22) viewed themselves as non-
readers.

ttl/" (9/22) of the readers admitted their mothers
helped them learn to read, 9" (z/zz) identified a brother
and. 78% (4/22) claimed that no one helped, that they just
knew how to read. The remainder of the answers varied.

t8% (I+/22) of the readers associated their learning
with sounding strategies. Most explanations invol-ved some
form of famil-y help. 14% (3/zz)' claimed independ.ence in
learning to read.
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.- 0f the t4% (3/22) who viewed. themsel-ves as nonread.ers, .

9y'" Q/22) admitted to having famity help and, 5% ß/zz)
admitted to having no help in learning to read.

9t% (ZO/ZZ) of the readers claimed they liked
reading, 5% 0/ZZ) enjoyed it someti.mes and. 5% G/ZZ)
didn't like readi-ng.

32/" (7/22) enjoyed. reading because they felt it was
fun. Y" (Z/ZZ) could give no explanation as to why they
liked reading. 9/" Q/ZZ) of the expJ-ana,tions related. to a
desire to l-earn and, 23% ç5/ZZ) described the benefits of
knowing how to read. The remaind.er of the answers vari-ed..

In analyzing their reading environment, 95% QL/ZZ)
of the readers liked to read books at home and 5% 1/ZZ)
gave no ansñer. 59% (13/ZZ) gave the title of their favour-
ite book. 27% (6/22) described the story content of their
favourite book, 5% (t/ZZ) gave no answer. 5% G/ZZ) couldn't
remember the names of his favouri-tes and Jy'" G/zz) claimed
all his books were favourites.

86% (t9/22) of the read.ers had. someone at home who
read to them and 74% (3/22) claimed independ.ence in read.ing
or else read to their parents. 23% ß/ZZ) of the readers
cl-aimed that their readers were both parents, IB% (tt/ZZ)
identified their Mothers , rt+% (3/zz) trreir Fathers and. the
rest were varied combinàti-ons of family members. 5% 3/ZZ)
included a babysitter.

68% (|S/ZZ) of the readers were read to at bedtime
and the remainder were read to at imegular times.

tJ'I/" (9/22) of the readers cLaimed. their books came

from a store and 23% ß/22) said they came from a library.
The remaind.er of the answers varied from gifts to purchases
or part of the mail- delivery.

9f% (ZO/ZZ) of the readers admitted to having been to
a library. The 9% Q/ZZ) who cLaimed they'd never been to
a library go regularly with their teacher and cl-assmates.
32% (7/22) said they went with their Mothers , zZ% G/zz)
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with a teacher, 74% (3/22) with both parents, fl" (z/Zz)
with their farnily, 5% ß/ZZ) with a Father anö, 5% ß/ZZ)
with an Uncle.

Explanations about what they do in a library varj-ed
from stressing the necessary quiet atmosphere, a generaJ_
descri-ption of a library to a more detailed description of
the procedures used in seleciing, borrowing and returning
a book. For the Y" (2/22) who admitted they'd never been
to a library, both were able to describe a library, one in
general- terms and one with regards to its procedure.

b ) Nonread.ers

The re,sults for the nonreaders from the questionnaire
appear in Appendix D. Resul-ts for the nonreaders' group
revealed that, under the concept of reading, ttV% (B/IB) of
the nonreaders were unabl-e to define reading and the re-
maining 56% (tO/ß) of these nonreaders defined. it as a
book or word-related activity and a learning or fun activity.
72/" (tl/ta) of the, nonreaders associated read.ing with books,
2B/, (5/tB) vyith newspapers, 22ft (tt/LB) with comics, t?y',

ß/LB) with stories and It/" (Z/n) didn't know. The re-
mainder of the answers varied" rn aLl-, ten d.ifferent ex-
amples of reading materiaL were given. 56/" (tO/n) of the
nonreaders didn't know why people read, rt/" (z/ta) explained
it in terms of learning while the remainder of the explana-
tions varied

Five questions pertained to an explanation and
evaLuation of reading" 6I% (tt/tA) of the nonreaders
identified themselves as nonread.ers , 24" &/ß) admitted
they coul-d. read a l-ittle and tZ% 3/IB) claimed they could
read. 0f the 39% Q/tB) who felt they coutd read , tly'"
Q/tg) didn't know how their parents heJ-ped them, tt% (Z/tB)
gave no response, 6% Wn) admitted help from a sister, 6/,
G/tg) made up the words i-n a book and, 6% Un) learned
"with books". For the 39% Q/18) of the nonreaders who

I' j 
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claimed reading ability , tt% (Z/n) admitted. to getting
help from both parents . 17% Q/tB) eot help from a family
member, 6/o (t/LB) didn't answer and 6% (Vß) claimed no
help at all. For the 6t% (Lt/t9) self-accl-aimed. nonreaders,
28% (5/18) admitted. that they were recej-ving no help in
learning to read, 77% ß/tB) were getting help from their
Mothers, tL% (Z/ß) from various family members and. 6%

3/n) didn't know.

74" Ol/n) of the nonreaders enjoyed readi_ng, 6%

ft/n) was unsure and 22% (4/tB) tiked read.ing. Of these
72% ($/tA), nine consid.ered reading to be fun, 3 others
were unsure why they l-iked reading and one liked to read
books. The 24" Ut'/78) who disliked read.ing did so because
of specific reasons. One father yelred whenever the subject
rnade reading errors, one because he didn't know how to read.,
one wasn't sure why and one because he feLt you could onÌy
read if you were a grownup. One subject was unable to
decide whether he liked reading or not.

Consid.ering the nonreaders' environment for read.irg,
94% (17/18) liked to read books at home white 6% (r/IB)
didn't. 56% (tO/tB) were able to give the titte of their
favourite story, 24" U+/78) chose to describe the story con-
tent of their favourite book , tZ% 3/LB) decr-ared. they had.
no favourites and 6% (Vtg) couldn't choose because he had
so many favourites.

78% (74/tB) of the nonread.ers said that someone read
to them at home, 6% (r/t9) admitted that he was not read to
much and t7% $/tB) admitted. to no reading in the home.

33% 6/n) of the nonreaders cLaimed both parents read to
them, 28% (5/tB) named their Mothers , tt% (Z/n) had sis-
ters, 6% (ltA) a brother and 6% Un) read to himsetf but
also cl-aimed that his parents read to him as wel-l . 56%
(10/78) of the nonread.ers were read. to before bedtime , I?%

3/78) at no speeial time of the day, 6% (I/tB) couldn't
remember and 6/, (I/LB) during the day.
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As to the origin of the books , 2& U+/ß) of the
nonreaders said they came from a library , tZ% ß/tB) from
a store and I7% 3/tB) were gifts. For the rest of the
group , L!% (Z/n) claimed. the books came from a shelf , t!%
(z/t1) from the mail, tt% (Z/tï) were Father's, tt% (Z/tS)
didn't know anô, 6% (Vß) claimed they were his.

78% (t+/te) admitted. to visiting a library and. 22%

U+/ß) claimed they hadnrt been to one. j3% rc/ß) said
their Mothers took them, 17% $/tB) said their teacher d.id
and 7t% (z/n) identified a sister. t?% (3/tB) went with
both parents, a Gramma and. one didn't know.

In describing what they did at the library, 56% (tO(
18) gave a general description of a J-ibrary and, ZZ% (tt/t})
described the library proeedures. Of the ten general des-
criptions, 33% (6/!8) said they took books home, tt% (z/ta)
l-ooked at books , tt% (Z/tA) identified it as a pJ-ace with
books. The four procedural explanations included. routines
of selecting books, signing cards and returning them on a
specified date. 6% (Un) of the subjects cLaimed that it
was the teacher who sel-ected the books. ZZ% (4/ß) who
said they'd never been to a Ìibrary gave a general descrip-
tion of a library. One subject described. a librarian rather
than a J-ibrary in a definition of a library.
c) CompsriPon gf the, Readers and Nonread.ers in their Response

to. the Questj-onnaire

under the concept of reading, more readers could. d.efine
reading than nonreaders. Al-so, the readers' definitions were
more specific and more varied. Both groups associated. reading
with books and newspapers, magazines and comics. Both gave
about the same number of different examples of. reading ma-
teriaL" More readers couLd expJ-ain why peopl_e read. and
their explanatj-ons were more specific than the nonreaders.

In the section on explanation and evaLuati_on of
reading , 59% GI/ZZ) of the read ers arrrd, 6t% (tt/n) of the
nonreaders cl-assified themselves as readers and nonreaders

i. --l: :
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respectivel-y. Anoth er 2?% (6/ZZ) of the read ers anð, Z4
(tt'/t3) of the nonreaders admitted to some reading ability.
Both groups admitted receiving help more from family mem-

bers than from non-family members.

95% (Zt/zz) of the readers and '/Z% (I3/IB) of the non-
readers liked reading. 5% G/22) of the readers anð, 24,
(4/18) of the nonreaders disliked reading. One nonreader
was uncertain about his feelings on this question.

Concerning the two groups' read.ing environments , gl+%

(17/78) of the'nonreaders and, 95% QL/ZZ) of the readers
liked to read books at home. 59% G3/ZZ) of the readers
and 56% (tO/tB) of the nonread.ers gave the titte of their
favourite story. None of the readers and IZ% $/tB) of the
nonreaders claimed they had no favourite books.

86% (79/22) of the read. ers and, ?B% (Itt/IB) of the non-
readers said that someone read to them at horne. The other
tt+% (3/22) of the readers cLaimed they read to themselves or
to their parents . t7% $/tB) of the nonread.ers said. no one
read. to them and one other admitted that "not much" reading
was done to him at home.

The most popular readers in the home for both groups
were both parents, then Mothers onÌy. Both groups had
various other family members in various combinations who
read to them. 68% (I5/ZZ) of the read.ers and 56% (!O/IB)
of the nonreaders were read to before bed. Both groups
gave a variety of explanations as to where the books came

from. Common explanations incl-ud.ed gifts, purchases, lib-
rary l-oans and r.¡ncertai-nty as to their origin.

9/" (Z/ZZ) of the readers and. Z{o (4/tB) of the non--
readers claimed they'd never been to a library. It is im-
portant to note at this point that al-i subjects visit their
schooL library with their teachers on a regular basis . 6lt/"
(t+/ZZ) of the read.ers and, J6/" (rc/ß) of the nonreaders
cLaimed. they visited it with a family member. t+I% çg/ZZ)
of the readers and t7% $/tB) of the nonreaders d.escrj_bed
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a library in terms of its borrowing procedures whil-e 36%
(B/22) of the read ers and, 56% (tO/ß) of the nonread.ers
gave a general- description of a library. 0f the two rea-
d.ers and. four nonreaders who cLaimed they'd never been to a
library, all knew what a library was and were able to des-
cribe one. The two readers gave a general and procedural
description whil-e the four nonreaders descri-bed one in
generaÌ terms.

B. INDIVIDUAI, SUBJECT RESU],TS FROM THE IETTER AND !üORD TESTS

Tables 9 and 10 display a representative sample of
the results for the read.ers and the nonread.ers on the Letter
and word tests, the word. recognition strategies used on the
word test, and information obtained from the questionnaire. l
. fn order that a more accurate representation of the
"middle" or "average" pattern be presented, it was found
necessary to focus on responses regardì-ess of the subject.
In so doing, it became apparent that no one subject could
be identified as the "average representative" for alL sub-
tests. Thus the Tables 9 and 10 report responses that are
representative of this "middl-e" or "average" category and
in reality, come from 3 different readers and 2 d.ifferent
nonreaders.
a) The Readers

Tabl-e 9 displays the results of the representative
sample from the readers' group. In the letter test, this
subject knew t9 of the consonant names, !9 of the consonant
sounds, all the vowel names and 4 of the voweL sounds. .

In the word test, this subject knew five correct and
one partly comect real words and al-l- 6 nonsense words.
This subject attempted to answer al-l- twel-ve of the test
words. He used three strategies for the word recognition
tasks; letters (6), sounds (5) and. superficial- explanation (t).

1ïndividual subject results appear in Appendix F.
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For the questionnaire, this subject,s concept of
read.ing included the presence of letters and objects such
as stopsigns. This subject explained that reading helped
one to keep from doing the wrong thing, such as not stopping
at stopsigns.

This reader recognized his abilíty to read and ad-
mitted that both parents had hel-ped him. Their helping
procedure invol-ved verbally pronouncing the r.¡nfamil-iar word,
practising seeing it in print and having an opportunity to
respond verbaÌly to the word in print. The subject ad-
mitted that he enjoyed reading and viewed it as a fr.¡r¡ ac-
tivity. He commented on his enthusiasm for looking at
pictures.

In this chil-d's reading environment, he adrnitted to
enjoying books at home. He was unable to remember the name

of his favourite book and claimed that his books came from
a store. His mother or he himself read books at bedti_me
each night. He was familiar with a library and talked about
visiting one with a family member. He described. a J_ibrary
in general terms and mad.e several specific observations
about the insid.e of the library.
b) The Nonreaders

Table 10 displays the resul-ts of a representative
sample from the nonread.ers' group. For the letter and. word.
tests, this subject knew t6 of the consonant names, 11 of
the consonant sound.s, J of the voweL names and. 1 of the
vowel sounds.

This subject coul-d recognize none of the reaL or non-
sense words, although he did attempt to sor¡nd out the
letters he knew. In spite of this effort, he was unabl_e to
reeognize any of the words. since no words were attempted,
no reading strategies coul-d be identified..

For the questionnaire, this'nonreader was r,¡nable to
give a clear concept of reading. He could not define reading
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nor expl-ain why people read but he was able to give
examples of read.ing materj-al.

As for an explanation and evaluation of reading, he

identified. himsel-f as a nonreader and. stated that no one

was helping him learn to read. He didn't like read.ing but
was ur¡able to explai-n his apparent dislike for readíng.

An analysis of his reading environment showed that
he did like to read at home and was abl-e to give the name

of a favourite book. He admitted that his Mother read to
him at ni-ght and that his books came from a li-brary. He

admitted to visiting a library with his teacher and des-
cribed one in general terms.
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TABI,E 9

REPRESENTATIVE SAMPIES FROM T}IE READER,S

I,ETTER TEST*

K)
x)

Y)

knew 19/20 consonant names (missed
knew 79/20 consonant sounds (missed
knew 6/6 vowel names
knew 4/6 vowel sounds (missed. I and

IlvORD TESTJ*r+

attempted 72/tZ words
knew 5rA reat words (partly correct FED)
knew 6 nonsense words
word recognition strategies

correct incorrect
superficial explanation
letters (7)
sor.¡nds (þ)

QUES TIONNAIRE*JTJS

Concept

reading is when there's letters and you try and
read them
examples of reading materials: stopsigns

- peopJ-e read to help figure out what to do so you
don't do the wrong thing (like going through àta stopsign)

Explanation and Evaluation
= claimed he coul_d read some
- Mom and Dad heJ_ped by teJ_ling and writing the

words and he guessed them
likes reaci-ng as it's fun and he can seè the pietures

Reading Environment
liked to read books at home
coul-d.n't remember the name of his favourite
he or Mother reads to him at bedtime
books come from the store
visited a library with Uncle f,es

- a library is a place where you pick up books, you go
up an elevator and stairs, you have to find a book

* letter test results are represented by Reader !3.** ltlord test results are représented. by Reader 10 .**rs Questionnaire resul-ts arè represented by Reader 19 .
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TABI,E IO

REPRESENTATIVE SAMPIE FROM TTIE NONREADERS

I,ETTER TESTJ+

knew 16/.20 consonant names (missed B,A,G,H)
knew t7/20 consonant sound.s (knew D,CrM,Q,SrV,T

knew J/.6 vowet names (missed frj''F'J)
knew t/6 vowel sound.s (knew E)

WORD TEST

attempted O/72 words
knew 'O/6 re'al word.s
knew O/6 nonsense words
displayed no word recogni-tion strategies

QUESTIONNATRE.**

Concept

could not define read.ing
could not explain why people read
examples of reading material¡ conics, books,
newspaper

Explanation and Evaluation

claimed. he couldn't read
no one was helping him l-earn to read
disliked reading but was not sure wh¡r

Reading E¡rvironment

l-iked to read books at home
could give the name of his favourite book

- Mother reads to him at night before bed
his books came from a library

- went to a library with his têacher
- a library is a place where you get books

f,etter and word test results are represented by
Nonreader tl+.
Questionnaj-re resul-ts are represented by Nonreader j .



CHAPTER V

ST]MMARY AND CONCI,USIONS

The main purpose of this study was to explore some

of the word reeognition strategies of early reade::s at
the Kindergarten Level. In order to achieve this, forty
Kindergarten subjects were categorized as Read.ers or Non-
readers by their teachers and were givenr or'r an individual
basis, a letter name and letter sound test, a word recog-
nition test and a questionnaire d.esigned to obtain back-
ground informati-on about the subjects' invol-vement with and
und.erstanding of reading. since the study was an explora-
tion into some of the word recogni-tion strategies of these
early readers, the data from these tests was anaJ-yzed with
a d.escriptive format. This chapter presents a summary of
findings, concÌusions, lirnitations of the stud.y and assump-
tions, followed by implications for the classroom and
suggestions for further research.

SI]MMARY OF FINDINGS

The readers performed better'than the nonreaders in
all aspects of the l-etter test. Both groups knew more
letter names than letter sounds. However, the readers
made fewer errors with the letter names and the Letter
sounds than the nonreaders. Three letter sounds, I, X
and. Y, caused both groups to make lts/" or more errors.

The readers knew more of the real and nonsense words
than the nonreaders. The readers made more correct res-
ponses for each word than the nonreaders. However, three
word.s, RIINS, SUF and GIDS, caused. both groups to make US/"

or more errors.
Both groups showed. a similar pattern for the hierarchy

of errors for the words GIDS, SUF,. fg, TA and CAT, although
the percentages of errors for each word were not simi-r-ar
for the tvro groups.

: i::.-.:.
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The readers rel-ied most often on strategies dealing
with letters or word.s. For coruect responses their most
common strategy was the use of letter sounds and. for in-
correct responses, their most common strategy was the use
of the initial- letter in a word.

The nonreaders did not rely most often on strategies
which dealt with letters or word.s. They did not use
different strategi-es for their correct and j-ncorrect res-
ponses. They rel-ied on the use of superficial expranation
as their most conmon strategy for either type of response.

rnvestigator cueing on the word test was consid.ered
minimal and. therefore did not greatly affect the results.
Out of 4Bo instances, p were identified. as possible cueing.

.0f those p instances, z were identified by both judges and
the remaining / were identified by only one of the jud.ges.

There were varied but smalL differences in results
between the sexes on the l-etter and word tests at each
school. The summary of results from aLl three schools
revealed no large differences between the sexes, except
for consonant names and the vowel r sound. rn both these
cases, the girls obtained higher scores than the boys.

From the questionnaire, it was d.etermined that more
readers than nonreaders could define reading and. they gave
more specific and varied definitions. More readers could
explain why people read and their explanations were more
specific than the nonread.ers. Most of the subjects'
analysis of their reading ability coincided with their
teacherrs assessment of it. Both groups received more
help in l-earning to read from family members than from non-
fanily members. More of the readers liked reading books at
home. Al-l- readers described a favourite book while several
of the nonreaders cl-aimed they had, no favourites. All
read.ers were read to by their parents or else read to them-
selves or to a family member while in contrast, some of the
nonreaders claimed no one read. to them. 0f those who had.
been read to, this reading activity was performed. by one or

:i i ::..,i :: "
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both parents and. this was done usually at bed.time. More of
the nonreaders claimed they had never. been to a library,
while in fact, it was found that aLl of subjects were
vj-siting the schooL library on a regular basis. 0f those
who stated that they had visited. a ribrary, about the same
number in both groups claimed they were accompanied by a
family member. Readers were able to d.escribe a ]ibrary in
both general and proced.ural- terms whire the nonreaders
described it more often in general terms.

CONCT,USIONS

The conclusions d.rawn from this stud.y are tentative as
there appears to be little reported. research to confirm these
results. Since the literature reported in this study rel-ated
to the advantages and disadvantages of early reading instruc-
tion at the Kindergarten level and. to some of the character-
istics of early read.ers in Kindergarten, the foll-owing is a
description of the tentative conclusions drawn from the study.

Regard.less of the level of read.ing ability, it appeared
that the subjects knew more letter names than letter sound.s.

More readers than nonreaders knew al-L the letter names.
ThÍs find.ing was sinilar to those of Evans and. smithl and.
King and. Fri"""r'r2, who also found that the earJ-y readers in
their studies performed better than the nonreaders in letter
recogniti-on tests. These studies, however, mereJ-y acknowled.ge
the relationship beb¡¡een l-etter recogniti-on and. early read.ing
ability but do not offer specific information about any of the
letters. More readers than nonread.ers knew all- of the letter
sorrnd.s. However, of the 26 letter sounds, 1 consonant and 2
vowels caused both groups to make 45% or more errors.

1Err"n" and Smith, "Psycholinguistic Skil-lsï, p. t+!.

l'1:: ::,::irì:
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The readers responded to more of the words, mad.e

more correct responses and made fewer errors for each word
than the nonreaders. These findings coincided with a study
by King and Frie""rnl who noticed. that word recognition was
one distinguishing feature of the early readers in their
study. 0f the tz test word.s, 1 real and 2 nonsense caused.
both groups to make l+5% or more errors on the word test.
These three words then, were not considered. usefuL in iden-
tifying the readers from the nonreaders.

The readers chose strategies which appeared. to be
useful- to them and which rel-ated most often to Letters or
words in the word recognition task. A study by Evans and

2smith' concLuded that the early readers in the stud.y ach-
ieved superior performance in sound bJ-endi-ng, thereby dis-
tinguishing them from thelr nonreader counterparts. ResuLts
from this study support this finding, but only to a certain
extent; the readers in this study used blend.ing as their
third most common strategy for correct word recognition res-
ponses. The first and second. most common strategies were
sounds and letters respectively.

The nonreaders displayed. no apparent pattern to the
explanatj-ons given for the word recognitj-on task. rf the
nonreaders did use a strategy to recognize a word., they
seemed unabl-e to articulate it.

Sex differences did not seem to play a predominant
role in the letter and word test results.

Other studies have been condueted by means of a
questioruraire to determine some of the characteristics of
early read.ers. certain findings from this study are supported.
by these earlier studies. The read.ers in this study had a
cLearer concept of reading as seen through their speeific

1rbid., p" ts9.
2E',r.rr" and Smith, "Psych.olinguistic Skills", p.. 41.
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definitions for the reading process and. through their
explanatj-ons of the purposes for read.ing.

Most readers and nonreaders were aware of the extent
of their reading abiJ-ity. More of the readers enjoyed rea-
ding and saw it as an activity which interested them. These
findings coincide with findings from studj-es by pricel and.

IDurkin"; the early read.ers in these studies were highly
motivated and interested in read.ing. All of the read.ers
were exposed to reading and. to books in the home, and. were
read to by one or both parents on a daily basis.

The readers in this stud.y were matched. to the nonreaders
on the basis of four criteria, one of which deals with similar
socio-economic background. This is consistent with a study'a
by'Durkinr, where both the readers and nonread.ers came from
similar socio-economic baekgrounds, and is not consistent
with a study by King and. F"rie""rr4 which found that their
early readers came from a better socio-economic background.
than the nonreaders.

Another concl-usion is that the instruments used in the
study appear to be sufficiently discriminating to identify
the reader at the Kindergarten l-eveL. rt should be noted
however, that J words, RUNS, GfDS and SUF, were inadequate
in identifying the reader and need. replacement.

1P"i"", "Thirty-Seven Childrenl: , p. 4j,
2D,r"kirr, "A Fifth-Year Report,,, p. 80.

3pr"kirr, "Children hlho Read,,, p. tl+3.

4Xing and f"riesen, "Children lrlho Read,,, p. I5Z.
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A final- concl_usion can be drawn from this study in
defining the terms "early reader" and. "nonread.er" at the
Kindergarten l-eveL. The terms of these definitions are
based on the average results for each test section for
each group. An early reader is a child at the Kindergarten
Level who can recognize all the consonant and vowel names,
most of the consonant and vowel sounds and who can recog-
nize most of the 12 test word.s. This early reader uses
word recognition strategies which deal most often with
l-etters or words.

A nonrêader, by contrast, is one who does not know
all- the consonant and voweL names, knows about half of the
consonant sounds and onJ-y a third of the vowel sounds.
Further, this child is unabl-e to recognize the test word.s
with a minimum of 50% aect:o.acy. The nonreader d.oes not
appear to rely on strategies which deaL with letters or
words -for his response but rather, uses the category super-
ficial explanation which incrude such statements as ,'my

eyes told oê", "I just figured it out,,r or ,,my brain told
rllê". such statements do not reflect any pattern which
helps him to identify words, suggesting that in ord.er to
have a word recognition strategy, there is a need for
sufficient letter knowJ-edge"

TJMITATIONS

There were several- Limitations to the study:

1. The investigator focused. on only one aspect of read.ing;
word recognition. No attention was given to aspects such
as reading comprehension or oral- reading.
2. The anal-ysis of results for this study was rimited to
that information which was received from the chil-d's oral
responses to the various tests.
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3. The strategies used. by the subjects were limited to
the twelve test words which appeared. in the word. test.
l+. since the investigator was responsibre for the planning
and conducting of the entire study, there was the possi-
bility of a hidden bias within the test situation, in spite
of the reported minimum investigator cueing d.uring the word
test.
5. Resul-ts from the study were l-imited to those subjects
who were categorized as early read.ers and nonreaders at the
Kindergarten level-.

ASSIIMPTIONS

There.were certain assumpti-ons underlying the study:

1. The study assumed that the articulation of those
strategies used by the subjects reflected the actual stra-
tegies employed when faeed with any type of word at any
time.
2. It was assumed that the letter and word tests resemblett
most closeì-y their presence in books whieh could be found.
in the child's environment.

IMPI,ICATIONS FOR THE CI,ASSROOM

This study suggests several implications for the
classroom. r,etter name knowledge appears to be a prerequi-
site or an accompaniment to reading ability. Therefore,
j-nstruction in letter names. shoul-d be a valuable activity
towards the preparati-on and improvement in reading abi]-ity.

Since l-etter sound. knowJ-ed.ge seems to be one of the
skill-s which distinguishes the read.er from the nonreaders,
instruction in l-etter sound. knowledge would be val-uable in
the preparation of nonreaders for read.ing and. in the im-
provement of the readi_ng ability of readers.

r: -.:.:::

'1: ' :r:
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since the majority of the strategies used. by read.ers
for eorrect responses involved letter or word. features,
activities such as spelling words, letter sor.mding, sound
blending, attending to aLl- the letters and letter sequen-
cing, shouJ-d be incl-uded in the instructional program of
the teachers.

In an effort to improve a child's concept of reading,
informal- discussions about the childrs read.ing strategies,
definitions for reading and the purposes for reading as
welL as activities related to letters or words could. be
incl-uded in the chiLd's daily Kindergarten activitj-es.
Such discussions and activities should be designed with the
purpose of promoting a positive attitude towards read.ing.

Since the study demonstrates that Kind.ergarten readers
do have useful- and unique strategies and can arti-culate
them, teachers should encourage these children to taLk about
their reading and develop their programs accord.+rgly.

A finaL implication for the classroom is directed. to
those Kindergarten teachers who beLieve that the develop-
ment of reading skills at the Kindergarten l-evel is desir-
able. since children in Kindergarten display varying l-evel_s
of reading ability, teachers need to account for ind.ividual
differences in psychological- and physioJ.ogicar- readiness
when preparing specific reading activities which involve
the use of l-etters or words.

IMPTjICATIONS FOR RESEARCH

This stud.y suggests several implications for research.
Since this was an initial- investigation into some of the

ì word recognition strategies of early readers in Kindergarten,
and as there were no similar stud.ies to support these findings,

. further research studies are needed.
In the case of a replication of this study, it is

suggested that the testing be d.one as early in the school
, Vear as possible so as to keep the infl-uence of formal
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read.ing inStruction to a minimum. Al_so, the choice of
real test word.s shouLd be carefully êonsidered so that
the subjects will reveal the kinds of word. recognition
strategies which they tend to use for any word rather than
those strategies which are unique to one specific word.
Three of the test words, RUNS, SUF and GIDS need replace-
ment since they were not useful in distinguishing the
readers from the nonreaders. In this wâV, the test will
reflect more aceurately the subject's word recognition
strategies. Also, a questionnaire might be extended to the
parents as well as to the subjects in the study, thereby
revealing more information about the subject's involvement
with reading.

since earLy research reported contrad.ietory findings
on the socio-economic backgrounds of early read.ers, further
investigation is needed to identify whether these read.ers
represent more than one socio-economi-c background. Further
studies might be und.ertaken with earJ-y readers and non-
readers from different socio-economic backgrounds than those
who participated in this study.

This study failed to determine enough specific
information on the subjects, strategies of sound.s and.

letters. rn future studi-es the investigator shour-d. probe
further into such explanations and. get the subjects to
expand. on their explanatj-ons so that an assessment can be
made as to whether specific letters and sounds play a more
i-mportant role than others in word. recogni-tion tasks.

An additional recommendation concerns the most conmon
strategies, sor¡nds and initial l-etter, which readers used.
for their correct and incorrect responses. Further inves-
tigation i-s needed to d.etermine whether initiar retter
strategy is a necessary prerequisite which must be used.
before the more complex strategy of sor,¡nds can be success-
fully usedr or whether the type of strategy used. is a
reftrection of personal choi_ce. rrj.:;:ì:;j r.::.ll

! i !:i):)c::rL: Ì:
i-: r.'ri::rr:.1
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A final implicatíon for research concerns the
ability to articul-ate the kinds of strategies employed
during the word. recognition task. Readers displ-ayed
strong ability to articulate their reading strategies.
Nonreaders seemed much l-ess abl-e to articul_ate any pattern
of reading strategies. Further research is required to
determine whether the ability to articulate precedes,
aceompanies or fol-l-ows reading ability r or if any such
rel-ationship between articul-ation and reêding ability
exists at all.

:j:i 
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APPENDIX

I,IATCHED READERS AND NONREADERS



School Subject
.. A9ê

(years'- months) Schooi Subj ect
Age

(years-months )

A

A

A

A

B

B

B

B

B

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

RI

R2

R3

R4

R5

R6

R7

RB

R9

Rt0

Rll

Rl2

Rl3

Rt4

Rl5

Rl6

Rt7

Rì8

Rl9

R20

R2t

R22

*

*

6-0
5-7
s -lt
5 -10

5-9
5 -ll
5 -10

5-9
6-0
5 -10

5-6
5 -t0

5 -ìl
s-il
5-7
5-4
5-7
5 -t0

5-9
5-5
5-3
6-l

A

A

B

B

P

B

R

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

(

c

c

c

c

NR

NR

t

2

NR3

NR4

NR5

NR6

NR7

NR8

NR9

NRI O

NRI I

NRI 2

NRI 3

NRI4

NRI 5

NRI 6

NRI 7

NRI 8

5-9
5-5

5-6
6-0
5-5
5-7
6-0
6-0
5-B
6-0
5-8
5-4
5-8
5-5

5-B
5-7
5-l
5-l I

MATCHED READERS AND NONREADERS

Readers Nonreaders

* Subjects originally classified as Nonreaders, but who showed
reading ability, and therefore, were classified'as Readers.

i .::;

i.:::

f¡i';'ü:::
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APPENDIX

INDIVIDUAL RAl,l SCORES FOR READERS AND NONREADERS.



INDIVIDUAL RAI,I SCORES FOR THE READIRS

School Subject
Consonant

Names
Consonant

Sounds
vowe I

Names
VOWC I

Sound:
Rea I

l,lords
nsense
}Jords

A

A

A

A

B

B

B

B

B

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

RI

R2

R3

R4

R5

R6

R7

RB

R9

Rl0

Rlr

Rl2

Rt3

Rl4

Rls

Rt6

Rì7

Rl8

Rì9

R20

R2l

R22

20

20

20

l9

20

20

?0

20

20

20

20

20

l9

20

l9

20

20

l9

20

20

20

l8

l9

l6

t9

l9

2A

t8

l9

20

20

20

l9

l9

20

20

l9

17

l9

18

l9

l9

t8

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

5

5

6

6

6

4

2

3

4

6

4

6

ì

6

6

6

4

4

5

6

4

2

4

4

5

4

2

i3
Ø

5*o
3*@

5

4

6

5*CI
6

5*o
5+o

6

2*@

6

5+o
6

4

;+O
3

4

]*o
4

0

3*@

@
3*@
t*O

6

0

4*Ø
6

s*o
6

6

6

4+@

s +(r)

0

4*@
I *(Ð

o
3+o

0

i'

r::,:. +irì.tij;:
i::Ì";--:;:: :rì::¡,i :
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INDIVIDUAL RAl,{ SCORES FOR THE NONREADERS

Legend

@ - partìy comect

School Subject Consonant
Names

Consonant
Sounds

Vowel
Na¡nes

Vowel
Sounds

Real
[.lords

Nonsense
l,lords

A

A

B

B

B

B

B

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

NRI

NR2

NR3

NR4

NR5

NR6

NR7

NR8

NR9

NRI O

NRI I

NRI 2

NRI 3

NRI4

NR] 5

NRI 6

NRì 7

NRI B

ì6

20

IB

l6

17

3

20

t9

4

20

l8

19

t4

r.6

20

20

ì9

t7

2

12

7

3

5

I

l8

12

l3

t6

9

17

6

ll
l5

ì3

l9

9

5

6

6

5

5

I

6

5

2

6

5

6

3

5

6

6

6

5

0

I

t

3

0

0

3

I

4

4

1

3

I

I

3

3

5

I

0

I

0

0

0

0

3

0

+Q

3

I

0

I

0

t

O
+@

t

2

I

0

0

0

0

0

0

@

0

ø

t

2+o
0

93
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QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS FROI'î THE READERS



QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS FROI4 THE READERS

The fol'lowing questions were asked to each of the readers.

Under each question is the range of the explanations given by the
readers. In some cases, more than one reader gave the sarne

explanation. This has been indicated by the numbers which follow
certain explanations. All explanations appear in hierarchical order.

r,üAT -po_Y.q.u. THJNK R_EA-DrN-G JS?-
donrt know (3)
something you read in (words/book) (2)
you have to read some things you like and some you don't
it helps you know words
a book with letters, you figure them out and say them
learn to read and r.lrite
sound out letters in story books and read them
when your Mom and Dad donrt have to read to you
when there's letters and you try and read them
Just reading neat things and learning to speìl them
reading letters
when you read a book
learning to know how to read
studying..working
sound out ìetters and put them together to make a word
when you put your eyes on a word and say it aloud or silently
when you want to read something
you look at books and read them
speì'ling out words together

I{HAT SORTS OF THINGS DO PEOPLE READ?
pì aces
cookbooks
stori es
di cti onari es

books (l/)
newspaper (7)
magazines (3)
words (3)
comics (3)
TV suides (3)
stopsigns (2)
ìetters (2)
cards (2)
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hlHY DO PEOPLE REA D?

rn th
'ant t
know
'un
r supp
;tok
s gra

good
p fig
;here'
,n tel
I Can
to so
r the
;wer g

I Can

earn E

want
t know
fun

re sup
nt to
ass gr
a goo

elp fi
there

can te
ou can
'ntos
;'s the
nswer
'ou can
'ou can

ilea
rey w
¡n' t
;ts f
)ut re
want
) pas
;ts a
¡ hel
ren t
)u ca
) you
)arn
tat's
) ans
) you
) you

i t's
you'
Iwa
top
i t's
toh
when
you
soy
'lear
that
noa
soy
soy

to
the
don
it'
you
Iw
to
it'
to
whe
you
so
'lea

tha
no
so
so

ar
wa

k
fu

thi n g:

to (,

w (2)

PP0sêt
know

rades
od th
i gure
e's, n
ell o
n rea
sound
e way

gi ve
n lea
n rea

3)

o
W

tod
t wha
ing e
rs y0
ooks
tters
fe go

easi I

(

to
OW

g
ut
hi
er
bo
et

gs(
(3)
)

edt
who
s
hi ng
eou
noth
othe
adb
d le
vLi

s
hin
eo
not
oth
ad
dl
yL
en
arn
ad

noltJ

des
rhi

ure
sn0
lot
read

ir i
eto
know
dkn
ut.

do
ati
el se
ouk

and
sou
t0es

you
san
rso
goes

ilv
you

't do
ead

say
. then

r.ea

SA

t,

won
nr
ad
ey
ell

can
rea
the
spe

s so they
do you c
how to r

ow what t
then to s

k

,

is
od
wh
now

the wrong thing

to write

when
and sound out words
feel like lt.

DO YOU KNOl.l HOI^I TO READ?
yes (.l3)
can read sone (6)
no (3)

-l,lH0 TAUGHT Y0U?

ffiñ-ere1"-
no one/helped myself (4)
brother (2)
Mom and Dad
teacher
si ster
Mom and Dad and brother

HOl^l DID YOU LEARN?ffijust knew whát-to dolno one helped (3)
family heìp:

I-listäned when Mom talked to Dad. Qne day I said, "This is the
day I learn to read".

Mom taught me a little
llom told books to me

Mom and Dad wrote words. and I guessed them
They told the words I was stuck on and then went over them
Morn- reads and I read back
sister told me the words
brother did the front of the words and I'd say the rest
brother helped
Mother sounäed Beatrix Potter books.with me, then suddenly I could do it.

I started wi th Peter and Jane books
at school

IS SOMEONE HELPING YOU LEARN TO READ? (for "no, I cantt read')

Mom

no one



DO YOU LIKE READING?ffi"
no
sometimes

I.IHY? l,lHY NOT?
îüilõ-TrõÏit books/pi ctures (7 )
don't know (2)
no explanation
it gíves my throat energy
I don't know, I've known books for so long
I love Spiderman (book)
so I can te'll my friends some Halloween tricks
interest in reading;

so I can learn to read fastlwell (2\
so I can read to others
I can read if there's nothing else to do
you can speìl if you can read

uncìear explanation
learning;

I want to go to Unlversity
I want to ask questions and find answers in

DO YOU LIKE TO READ BOOKS AT HOME?
yes (Zl )
no answer

TELL ME ABOUT YOUR FAVOURITE BOOK
gave the book title (lS¡
describes story content (6)
can't remember narres
all are his favourites
no answer

DOES SOMIONE READ TO YOU AT HOME?

rìor I read to mySelf/my I'lom or Dad (3)

l^lH0?
frffiã-n¿ 0a¿ (5)
Mom (4)
Dad (3)
brother
Mom, Dad and Brother
babys i tter
brother and Dad
Mom and sisters
s i ster
me, Mom or Dad

97
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I-IHEN DO THEY READ TO YOU?

after school
before supper
when Irm tired or bored
afternoon
5 o'clock and on Sundays
no one time
at night and in the day
some days
when Dad comes to visit on holidays

}.IHERE DO THE BOOKS COME FROM?

library (5)
gifts (2)
my books (2\
donrt fnow (2)
on the shelf
pos tman
Engl and/London
I buy them

HAVE YOU BEEN TO A LIBRARY?

no (2)

I..IHO TAKES YOU?
F'õm T7T-
teacher (6)
Mom and Dad (3)
family (2)
Dad
Uncle Les
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Explanations for
applicable, under the
gengral. descri p.ti on,

TELL ME WHAT YOU DO AT THE LIBRARY

tf,f , qr.rtion .have been organized, whenever

general sections such as pr.oceduraì_-de_scriptio.n,

qui e_t atmosJrhere and others.

Procedural description;
read books, look around, ask how many books you can take out
pick out books and look at them
pick out books, gêt them stamped, sit and look at them
get books, next week you put them back
take out books and the lady stamps them
there are stairs, take out books and look at books, see Íf you know

the words, if so take them out, if not you seìect another
look at books, take them out, put them back
pick books there, go up an elevator, there are stairs, go and walk

and you have to find a book
get books, look at them, bring them horne and return them for others

to borrow
General description l

look at books (3)
get books
look at books, I went there for a story in the sumner
pick out books, I like reading them
llstened to a record, I went there when I was littler F€ôd books

and you look at the fish and crabs
look at books, sit down and ìook around

Quiet atnrosphere;
slt quietìy and
read books very

Others;
- ìook at books

been to a library)

It's a p'lace to sit

read quietìy
quietìy and sit down

and tel I the words you know

D0 YOU KNOI,I WHAT A IIBRARY IS? ( to'no, I've never

to the ìibrary at school but it isn't the real one.
down, get books and take them homè till Monday

ii,ììr-;.r -;r.l¡.-i i
i 
.-;:,,r ¡,,.,;¡-
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QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS FROM THE NONREADERS

The following questions were asked to each of the nonreaders.

Under each question is a range of the explanations given by the non-

readers. In some cases, more than one nonreader gave the same

explanation. This has been indlcated by the numbers which follow
certain explanations. All explanations appear in hierarchical order.

},IHAT DO YOU THINK READING IS?

reading a book/took dt.books (2)
work
something you read
learn to read books
fun
when you learn stuff
read to somebody
Iook at words and read them
read the real words that it really says

l'lHAT DO PEOPLE READ?ffi
newspaper (5)
comics (4)
stories (3)
don't know (2)
school books
homework
magazi nes
mai I
important things

l.lHY DO PEOPLT READ?ffi(ro)
to learn (2\
because they're grown up
so you'ìl know what things happen
itrs irnportant for your eyes
fun
need to work to get money
have to learn to read other books

DO YOU KNOl^l HOl^l TO READ?

a little (4)
yes (s)

i.;r

i:;

l0l
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HOl,l DID YOU LEARN?

ffiDad hetped (2)
no answer (2)
sister helped by te'lling the words
'looked at the pictures and made up the words
wi th books

hlHO HELPED YOU?

fiom and-Dad-(Ð
sister
no one
Mom

Dad
n0 answer

IS SOMEONI HELPING YOU LEARN TO READ?

l'lom (3 )
Dad
sister and Mom

don't know

DO YOU LIKE RTADING?ffino (4)
not sure (1 )

l^lHY? Ì.lHY NOT?
fun (9) .

not sure (3)
not fun because Dad yells when I donrt get the words right
I like to read books
because I don't know how to read
you can read important books when you grot{ up
I wlll read when I'm grownup, not now
so I can teach

DO.YOU LIKE TO READ BOOKS AT HOME?

no (l)
TELL ME ABOUT YOUR FAVOURITE STORY

described story content (4)
had no favourites (3)
had so many favourites

. DOES SOMEONE READ TO YOU AT HOME?

(to'no, I can't read)

yes (14)
no {3)
not much

iÌ:i+;Ì¡
lrj:::.r-, . '
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l^lHo?
ffim-and Dad (6)
Mom (5)
sister (2)
brother
can read myself/Mom and Dad read too

I^IHEN DO THEY READ TO YOU?

no special time/not dailV (3)
canrt remember
in the daytime

ilHERE DO THE BOOKS COME FROM?

HAVE YOU EVER BEEN TO A LIBRARY?

| ìDrary t4store (3)
sifts (3)
sheìf (2)
mail (2)
Dad's books
didnrt know
ny books

(2)
(2)

yes (.l4 )no (4)

l^lHO TAKES YOU?m'm-ref-
teacher (3)
sister (2)
don't know
Granrna
Mom and Dad

TELL l^lHAT YOU DO AT THE LIBRARY

take books home (6)
look at books (2)
can read and wrÌte words and eat
where al I the books are

Procedural description;
get books, take a card and put your name on it, She tells you which

day to bring it back
teacher gets the books

i:r'l

get books, never keep them,
Nothing, I don't know why I go '

D0 YOU KNOI^J I^IHAT A LIBRARY IS?

others have to bomow them
to the library with Mom

(to'no, Irve never been to a

with my teacher

you bomow them

Genera l descri pt'ion ;
a place with books, I go at schooì
where al I the books are
a place with lots of books
it's somebody who keeps books and

library')
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TIMETABLE FOR TESTING AT SCHOOLS A, B AND C.

scH00L

JANUARY 17

9:00 - ll :00

P.M.
JANUARY 17

I :30 - 3:00

JANUARY 20

9:15 - ll:00

JANUARY 20

l :.l5 - 2:30

SCHOOL

JANUARY 'I8

9:00 - t0:30

JANUARY 24

9:15 - ll:00

JANUARY 24

l:30 - 3:30

JANUARY 25

l:30 - 2:00

O('t
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INDIVIDUA], SUBJECT RESUITS

Reader 1 (Femal-e )

I,ETTER TEST

knew 20
knew f9'
knew J
knew I

VIIORD TEST

consonant names
consonant sounds (missed x)
vowel names
vowel- sounds (missed i, y)

attempted, &/I2 word.s
knew f real words (knew up, cat, stop)
knew 0 nonsense words
word lecognition strategies;

eorrect incorrect
initial- l-etter (3) initial Letter (9)

QU.ESTIONNAIRE

ConcepÏ of Reading

read.ing is when you read a book
examples of reading materials: cookbooks, TV Guid.es,
books
people read. because there's nothing else to do

Explanation and Eval-uation

cl-aimed she coul-dn't read but
at school wil-l- heJ-p her learn
likes reading as you can read
to do

wiLl learn and someone

if you've nothing else

Read.j-ng Environment

likes to read books at home
gave titl-e of her favourite book,

- Mom, Dad and Brother read. to her
school
didn't know where the books came
been to a library with Mom
library is a place to read books,
ask how many books you can take

Alphabet Book
at night and after
from

look around and

.l07



INDIVIDUAI SUBJECT RESU],TS

Readgr 2 (Femal-e)

I,ETTER TEST

knew 20 consonant names
knew E consonant sound.s (missed h, w, q)
knew -Z vowel names
knew ? vowel- sound.s (missed. a, e, u, y)

!ìIORD TEST

attempted B/tZ words
knew @reai words (partly corrects go, fed)
knew õ nonsense words
word Fecognition strategies ;

t0B

initial- and. final letters (2)
letters
middl-e l-etter
superfi cial- expJ-anation
initial- letter

.':.: ::il.

correct incorrect
letters
initial- l-etter

QUESTIONNAIRE

Coneept of Reading

read.ing is learning to know how to read
examples of reading materials: books, papers

: people read so they can teLL others they know how
to read

Explanation and Eval-uation

claimed she could read and. Mom taught her
cl-aimed she likes reading as she wants to learn to
read some Hal-loween tricks for friends

eea¿ing Environment

likes to read books at home
gave name of favouri-te book, ABCD
babysitter reads to her at night
cl-aimed books are hers
been to J-ibrary with Mom and Dad
library is a place to l-ook at books and telL the
ones she knows
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Reader 3 (Male )

I,ETTER TEST

knew 20
knew-fD
knew -6
knew J

WORD TEST

INDIVTDUAI SIIBJECT RESUITS

consonant names
consonant sounds (missed x)
voweL names
vowel sounds (missed a, yr i)

correct

attempted I2/I2 words
knew 5*0 reãr word.s (partly coryect: fed)
knew 29 nonsense words (partly correct: ib,

knew ta, bon,
word recognition strategies;

suf ;
eids )

l r' r-l::: j:i

incorrect
lettärs (B)
outside influence (2)
superfi cial expJ-anati on

letters

Concep.t of Reading

reading is studying, working
examples of reading material: books, pâner
coul-dn't explain why people read

Explanation and Eval-uation

- cl-aimed he coul-dn't read but brother and si-ster
are heJ-ping him Learn
likes to read so you can read. on Saturdays

Reading Environment

likes to read books at home
described content of severaL favourites from a
Disneyland. series
brother reads before supper
books come from library
been with teacher to a library
library is a place to read books very quietJ_y and
to sit down

r-.a::'.
,:. _ 

.: .f -'.



Reader 4 (Male )

I,ETTER TEST

knew
knew
knew
knew

WORD TEST

INDIVIDUA], SUBJECT RESUITS
il0

t2
t93
n.

consonant names (missed g)
consonant sounds (missed x)
vowel- names
vowel sounds (missed i, V)

attempted 72/tZ words
knew 21furãt words (knew up, cat, stop:

knew (2 nonsense *o"¿3"TlåI.Ti"ä3ilå"r?o' rillu],rrt
word recognition strategies;

coryect

sounds (Z)
letters (Z)
bl-ends (Z)
outside infl_uence

QUESTIONNAIRE

ineorrect

l-etters (3)
initial letter
miscel-l-aneous

with teacher
to l-ook'at books, sit down and

Concept of Reading

read.ing is something you have to do, some read.ing
you Ìike and some you don,t
example of reading material-¡ books
people read because that's the way Life goes

Explanation and. Evalu?tion

claimed he couldn't read, onÌy 2 books and. no one
was helping him l_earn to read
likes to read so he can read to others

Reading Environment

liked to read books at home
described content of favourite book

- Mom and Dad read at bedtime and Dad when he visits
him
books are his
been to a library

- library is a place
look around
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INDIVIDUAI, SITBJECT RESUITS

Reader 5 (Male) '

TETTER TEST

knew 20 consonant names
knew ã' consonant sounds
knew Ì vowel names
knew -6 vowel- sounds

VIIORD TEST

attemptea 19/tZ words
knew I \eal- words (missed runs)
knew 3{3)nonsense words (knew ta, bon, gids:

word recognition straa"*T3::tu 
correct- suf' flan' ib)

correct , incorrect

initial letter (/l)
sounds (2)
middl-e l-etter (2)
middl-e and final- letter
initial and final letter
miscellaneous

QIIESTTONNAIRE

Concept of Reading

reading is sounding letters and putting them
together to make a word
examples of reading materials: books, comics,
magazines, dictionaries
people read because its fun

Explanation and Evaluation

claimed he could read a little
- Mom helped by telling him the unknown words and

reviewj-ng them with him
likes reading because its fun

Reading Environment

likes to read books at home
gave titl-e of favourite book, 3 T_.,ittle pigs
brother and Dad read to hirn when he's tired or bored
books eome from store and grandparents

- visited a library l_ots of times with family
ì-ibrary is a place to pick out and. look at .books

i:'.::

r,::.-r.ì..r:
' j'iì':i.:"'ì



112INDIVIDUA], STIBJECT RESUITS

Read,er 6 (Femal-e)

I,ETTER TEST

knew 20 consonant names
knew fB consonant sound.s (missed q, x)
knew -6 vowel- names
knew -4 vowel sounds (missed e, u)

WORD TEST

atternpted 7t/72 words
knew -4 real-words (missed f ed, runs )
knew_TtQ nonsense words (knew ta: partly correct-ib)
word recognition strategies i

correct i-ncoryect

miscell-aneous (4)
sounds (2)

sounds (2)
initial and final l-etters
miscel-l-aneous
superficial explanation

QUESTIONNAIRE

Concept of Reading

reading is somethi-ng you read - a book
exampl-es of read.ing materials¡ books, comics,
newspapers, letters, TV guide
people read so they'11 know what things say and
so they can read some books

claimed she could read
- Mom helped by reading and then letting her read.

back
likes to read because its fun

Read.ing Environment

likes to read books at home
described content of favourite book

- Mom, Dad or hersel-f reads before bed.
books come from store
been to a library with teacher
library i-s a place where you pick out books, get
them stamped, sit down and l-ook at them

)..,:: :

i1ô.ïitir,
iiriÈ;rj,i.,ì.rj

l:::,',:: 'lr"'I I r'..
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TNDIV]DUAI SUBJECT RESU],TS

Reader 7 (Femal-e )

IETTER TEST

knew 20 consonant names
knew Ð consonant sounds (missed x)
knew ó vowel names
knew J vowel- sounds

II4JORD TEST

attemqtea 1E/tZ words
knew ó real- words
knew 6 nonsense words
word Fecognition strategies !

correct incorrect

sounds (9)
Letters (2)
initial and finaL Letters

QUESTIONNAIRE

Concept of Reading

reading is when you put your eyes on a word. and.
say it siJ-ently or al-oud

: examples of, reading material-s: books
people read because they feel like it

Explanation and Eval-uatio4

cl-aimed she could read
- Mom heJ-ped by sounding out Beatrix Potter books

with her and suddenly she coul-d do it
she loves reading because she wants to ask questions
and. find the answers in encycJ-opedias

Reading Environment

likes to read books at home and d.escri-bed her
favourite, Bl-ack Beauty

- no one reads to her as she reads to herself, but
Mom hel-ps with some words
reads in the afternoon or at bed.time
books come from stores and Christmas gifts

- never been to a J-ibrary - the school- library
isn't a real one
library is a place to get books, si-t down and
take them home until- Monday l;,i.^ri-'i.:r?

ia,rrl rli:.:ilii:
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Reader B (Mal-e )

I,ETTER TEST

INDIVIDUAI SUBJECT RESU],TS

consonant names
consonant sounds

knew
knew

knew
knew

V'üORD TEST

vowel names
vowel- sounds

203
6

f

(Missed d,
x, vIr l-, k,

(lcnew o )

nr Q, vr t,
s)

b, c,
i ' h,

attempted 6/tZ word.s
knew l¡@ rãal- word.s (knew up, go, cat, stop, runs

knew o nonsense word.spartJ-y 
co*ect: fed)

word Fecognition strategies;
correct incorrect

initial letter (6)

QTIESTIONNAIRE

.Ooncept of Reading

reading is when you want to read something
examples of reading material_: words (eat, cat)
and cards
people read because they trike to

kplanation and Evaluation

claimed he coul_d read
no one helped, he just knew what it started with
l-ikes read.ing but not sure why

Reading Environment

r*::i::::iù
i.i;.r:.j: :'

l

likes reading books at home
- gave title of favourite book, Big Birds' Busy Book

Mom reads to him at bedtime
books come from dresser drawer top
visited a library with Mom
library is a place to get books and the next week
you put them back )



INDIVIDUAI SIIBJECT RESUI,TS

I,ETTER TEST

knew 20 consonant names
knew ã consonant sounds
knew -õ vowel- names
knew -6 vowel sounds

VìIORD TEST

I l5

ib, tâ, bon, flan:
correct: suf and gids)

attempted fZ/n word.s
knew 6 reaT-words
knew 4.-tØ nonsense word.s (knew

word. recognition srrar"*lSlltt
correct incorrect

sounds (6)
miscelLaneous (/l)
outside infl-uence
can speJ-l it

QUESTTONNAIRE

Coneept of Reading

reading is when you look at books and read them
exampres of reading materia-ls: books, newspapers,
TV guides

- peopJ-e read because they have to so they'll learn
Expl-anation and Eval-uation

cl-aimed she could. read.
sister helped her by telling her the wordslikes read.ing because its fun

Readi4g Environment

likes to read books at home
gaye titl-e of favourite book, Rud.olf the Red NoseReindeer
si-ster reads to her at bedtime
books come from store
visited library with teacherlibrary i-s a place whereyou take out books and alady stamps them
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INÐIVTDUAI STIBJECT RESU],TS

Read er 10 (Male )

IETTER TEST

knew
knew
knew
knew

I\IORD TEST

20
ñ3

Ê)

consonant names
consonant sounds
voweL names
vowel- sounds (rnissed y)

attemptg¡a 12/tZ words
knew 5)g) real words (partJ_y

knew 6 nonsen"" ro"alnew 
uP'

word leeognition strategi-es ;

correct:
65O , Cat,

fed
stop, runs)

incorrect

to Mom tal-k to Dad
the day you learn
energy

to read" ) :,

correct

letters (7)
sounds (/l)
superficial explanation

QUESTIONNAIRE

Concept of Reading

Expl-anation and Evaluation

claimed. he coul_d read (listened
and one day, he decides "This islikes reading as it gives throat

Reading Environment

couldn't define reading
examples of reading materials: words
people read because they're supposed. to

likes to read books at home (better than playing
pool )
claimed that al_l books were h.is favourites
he reads to his Mom at bed.time
books come l5o* store, airmaiJ_, the postmanvisited a library rz times with Mom,'Dad and sistera Ìibrary has stairs, Vou l-ook at and take outbooks, y-ou sg_e if .you know the words, if not youget another (book)

.ì ..- :. _',..
r,ìì::.:,:r::i.,. -:
t,:i,i,:i i:ì'),:: rl
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INDTVIDUAI SUBJECT RESUTTS

Reader 11 (Male )

Ï,ETTER TEST

knew
knew
knew
knew

WORD TEST

consonant names
consonant sounds
vowel names
vowel sounds

20
ñ3j

attempt ga pn word.s
knew æ real word.s (partJ-y eorrect: fed)
lme1 !!Ðnonsense words (partJ-y correct, ái¿s)word recognition strategies ;

correct

QUESTIONNAIRE

Concept of Readins

couldn't define reading
example of reading material_: books
coul_dn't explain why people read.

Expl-analion and Evaluation

cl_aimed he could. read and got
from his teacher

- dislikes reading but coul_dn't

Reading Environment

likes read.ing books at home
gave title of favourite book

- Mom reads to him at bedtime
books come from a storevisited a library with Mom

- at a library you get books.

help at school

explain why

incorrect

letters



TNDTVIDUAI, SI]BJECT RESUT,TS

Reader 12 (Female)

IETTER TEST

20E3
n.

attemptea 1E/tZ words
knew 6 real words
knew õ nonsense words
word Ïecognition strategies ;

t18

knew
knew
knew
knew

IIIORD TEST

consonant names
consonant sound.s (missed x)
vowel- names
voweL sounds (missed u, i)

eorrect incorreet

refi to Right (6)
superficial explanation (4)
miscellaneous
outside infl-uence

QUESTIONNAIRE

Concept of Reading

reading helps you to know word.s
example of reading material_: books
people read because they want to

Expl-anation and Eyaluation

cl-aimed she could read
- Mom helped by starting her on peter and

likes reading but doesnrt know why, hasfor so J-ong

Read.ing Environment

likes reading books at home
gave title of favourj-te book, Floppy
describes content

- Mom and Dad read to her every night
books come from England and london

- visited Library with Mom
- at library you look at books, in the

for story hour at the library

Jane books
known books

Bunny, and

summer ivent



INDIVIDUAI SUBJECT RESUT,TS

Reader 13 (Female)

I,ETTER TEST

u.
tgj
n.

attempted 7O/tZ words
knew -@ rõãr word,s (knew up, go

knew l- ,.or.sense word.s
word Ëognition strategies ;

ll9

knew
knew
knew
knew

IilORD TEST

consonant names (missed k)
consonant sounds (missed x)
vowel names
vowel sor-rnds (missed i, V)

partJ-y correct
fed, stop)

incorrectcorrect

blends (6)
outside infLuence (2)
miscel-laneous
sounds

QUESTTONNATRE

Concept of Reading

reading is a book with letters,
out and say them
examples of reading material-:
newspapers, comics

- peoples read because they want

Explanation and Eval-uati.on

you figure them

books, magazines,

to know how

claimed she could
brother in Grade
l-ikes reading as

Reading Environment

likes to read books at home
gave title of favourite book, Cinderella

- Mom reads to her before bed and in the afternoon
books come from store and gifts she picks out one
visited a library with teacher
at library you sit and read quietly

read a littl-e
2 helped her learn
it's fun to l-ook at books

r):::. ::t:.

:r:,':l.::l

,,:..:;l:
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INDIVIDUA], SUBJECT RESU],TS

Reader 1þ (Mal_e )

IETTER TEST

knew 20 consonant names
knew Zõ' consonant sounds
knew -6 vowel- names
knew -J vowel sounds (missed i)

hIORD TES T

attempted t¿/tZ word.s
knew 6 real words
knew 6 nonsense word.s
word Fecognition strategies ;

l:.:;..:.- .

i_r :ì.:
1':r "eorrect

QIIESTIONNAIRE

Concept of Reading

read.ing is learning to read. and. write
exampÌes of reading materials: signs and. storybookspeople read to pass grades

Explanation and Evaluation

cl-aimed he could read - no one helps, he just knew
some words and started reading morélikes reading as he wants to go to University

Reading Envíronment

likes read.ing books at home
- gave title of favourite book, Signs

he and Dad read. to each other on Sund.ays at
5 o'clock

- didn't know where books came fromvisited a library with teacher and friends
- at a l_ibrary you look at books, read them, put them

back and take out books

i.i:'ìì.:jillì,1:,
a:l iì:.iì:ì..i¡ri:r't

Êr'Jirr:;tl::'.Í:i
;.:l....ir-:!:.:
ìì , ::1 i. i:' .Ì

I

incorrect

sounds
bl-ends
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INDÏVIDUAI SUBJECT

Read.er 75 (Male )

IETTER TEST

RESUT,TS

knew 19
knew 20
knew -6
knew -õ

TIÙORD TEST

consonant names (missed j )
consonant sounds
vowel names
vowel sounds

attemptVa g/n words
knew -51! rãt words (partly correct: fed)
knew t+ß)nonsense words (partly comect:
word reõognition strategies ;

tâ, suf)

eorrect incorreet

blends (9 )initiaÌ letter
outside infl_uence
middl-e Letter

QUESTIONNATRE

Concept of Reading

reading is sound.ing out letters in storybooks and
reading them
elamples of reading material: newspapers, books,
places
people read to l-earn things and to see what places are

Expl-anation and Evaluation

cl-aimed he could read
- Mom helped by sounding or saying the word.s

l-ikes reading as he wants to leãrn to read fast
Reading Environment

likes to read books at home
- gave title of favourite book, Batman

Dad or he reads at bedtime.
books come from she]f

- never visited a library but it's a pJ-ace with lotsof books
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I,ETTER TEST

knew
knew
knew
knew

WORD TEST

consonant names
consonant sounds (míssed x)
vowel- names
vowel- sounds (missed. i, y)

attempted IZ/1Z words
knew 6 rea.]--word.s
knew 5¡@ r,olsense words (partly correct: gids)word recognitj-on strategiés;

20
E3n

ÏNDIVIDUAI SIIBJECT RESUT,TS

coryeet incorrect
letters (5)
superficial_ expJ_anation (Z)
blends (Z)
miscell-aneous (Z)
sounds

QUESTTONNAIRE

Concept of Reading

read to you, Vou can read by yoursel_f
examples of reading materiais: books, comics- p99pre read becausé.i!'" a good thi;ã'tó-d;-:it's his favourite thing to"áó-

Explanation and Eval_uation

claimed. he could read
Mom hel-ped by ',teJ_ling" him booksl_ikes reading and l_ovãs story, -SpiO""*.r,

Reading Environment

Likes reading books at homegave titl_e of favourite book, SpidermanZ.sisters and Mom read to him uüt at no special
TLme
books come from J-ibrary

- visited library with Móm
- you'pick out books at a library

:'.-

l:,, "
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INDIVTDUAI, SUBJECT RESU],TS

Reader 17 (Mal_e )

],ETTER TEST

knew
knew
knew
knew

I¡IORD TEST

20T3
-

consonant names
consonant sounds (missed. r,
vowel- names
vowel sounds (missed a, e,

Y, 1)

o, y)

attemptea fl/n words
knew 4 real words (knew up, gor cat, stop)
knew õ nonsense words
word Fecognition strategies ;

corye ct inc orye ct

blends (4) bLends

QUESTTONNAIRE

Concept of Read.ing

reading is something that you read on - word.s: examples of reading material_: newspaper, books,
magazj-nes

- people read to learn
Explanation and Evaluation

claimed he couldn't read
- Mom helped him l-earn to

how
Likes reading sometimes

Read.ing Environment

books, onJ-y easy words
read. but he didn't know

but didn't know why

liked to read books at home
gave titl-e of favourite book, Fluffy and The Fire

- Mom and Dad read to him at night and during the day
books come from the J-ibrary

- visited library with Mom and Dad
- at library you look at books



INDIVIDUAI SUBJECT RESUITS

Readér 18 (Male )

],ETTER TEST

consonant names (missed h)
consonant sounds (missed g)
vowel names (missed u)
vowel- sounds (missed u, V)

attemptga t4/tZ words
knew 5+9? real words (partly correct: fed)
knew !A? nonsense words (partly correct: ib, gids)
word. recognition strategies;

p
79

5n.

124

knew
knew
knew
knew

!ÙORD TEST

correct incorrect

blends (6)
sounds (5)
miscel-l-aneous

QT]ESTIONNAIRE

Concept of Reading

reading is spelling words together
examples of reading material-s: real
Christmas and birthday stories

stories,
p-eoplg read to learn and sound out letters, thenthey learn to spell and wrj_te

Expl-anation and Eval-uation

claimed. he could. read. a Littl-e
brother helped by telling him the front of the
words
l-ikes reading because it's fun

Reäding Environmen!

Likes reading books at home
described content of favourite book

- Mom and Dad read to him at bedtime
books are bought
goes to l_ibrary with Mom

- at a library_you get books, look at them, bring
them home and. return them for others to borrow

ll' tl\ '¿i1 1:r1l

I ..',.,. r_.'



INDIVTDUA], SUBJECT RESU],TS

Reader 19 (Mal-e)

I,ETTER TEST

20
TB
- 5
n.

attemptea þ/n words
knew I 1eal words (knew up, fed,
knew 1+{4, nonsense words (knew ta:

ib, bon,
word recognition strategies;

125

knew
knew
knew
knew

VIIORD TEST

consonant names
consonant sounds (missed q, x)
vowel- names (Missed u)
vowel sounds (missed u, y)

correet

runs )partly coruect
fl-an, gids )

incorrect

sounds (4)
letters
outside influence
final- letter
superficiaJ- explanati on

QIIESTIONNATRE

Concept of Reading

reading is when there's letters a'd you try andread them
example of_reading material: stop signs
pg_opfe rg3d so_ the¡r won't do the ñron[ tfring,like go through a stop sign

Explanation and Evaluation

cl-aimed he could read a little
- Mom and Dad wrote and. tor-d him the words and heguessed them

l-ikes reading as it's fun and. he enjoys the pictures
Reading Environment

liked reading bo'oks at home but couldn't rememberhis favourite's name
- Mom or he reads at bedtime.

books come from a storevisited a J_ibrary with Uncle Les
- at a library- you pick out books, go up an elevatoror stairs, then walk and fj_nd a bõok

.J. ;a:::ir .

l:r::t:¡-:;:;:':'



12e

INDIVTDUA], SUBJECT RESU],TS

Reader 2O (Fernale ).

I,ETTER TEST

knew 20 consonant names
knew f9 consonant sounds (missed x)
knew -6 vowel names
knew J vowel sounds (missed e)

WORD TEST

attemptea flln words
knew 4 real words (knew up, go, cat, stop)
knew @ nonsense words (paiiri óorreót, iá)
word recognition strategies ;

eorrect incorrect

letters (2)
bÌends
can spell it
outside infl-uence

QUEËTIONNAIRE

Concept of Reading

could.n' t d.efine read.ing
examples of reading materials: books, Ìetters,
cards
people read to Learn and to sound. out words

Expl-anation and Eval_uati_on

cl-aimed she could read
Mom helped by sounding out the word.slikes to read because she can read. well_

Reading Environment

Likes reading books at home
d.escribed content of her favourite book

- Mom and Dad read to her at night
books come from store and one was Dad's when he
was l-ittle

- goes to library with Mom
- you look at books at a library



TNDTVTDUA], SIIBJECT RESUITS

Reader 2I (Male)

IETTER TEST

correct

sounds (4)
letters
can speJ-l it
outside infLuence
superficial- explanation

127

knew
knew
knew
knew

hIORD TEST

consonant names
consonant sounds (missed x)
vowel names
vowel sounds (missed i, y)

attemptVa þ/n words
knew 3{ilreal words (knew up, go, cât: partly
knew 3 @nonsense *o"å3"Tff:'-ti:uì. , bon:

word. qecognitj.on straa"*T35lt" 
correct - flan)

20
E3n

incorreet

QIIESTIONNAIRE

Concept of Read.ine

reading is_ just read.ing neat things and learninghow to spell them
g11mpleg of reading materials 3 word.s and booksdidn't know why peópÌe read

Explanation and Evaluqtion

cl_aimed he could. read. a littLe
- no one helped him, he just started sounding outwords

l-ikes readi-ng because you can speJ_l if you can read
Reading Environment

likes reading books at home
described content of several favourite books- .no one reads to him as he can read ly rrimsérr- Mom takes him to a library
l-istened to records, J.ookéd at crabs and fish ata Ìibrary

i:::,.:.¡:.: :

t:;i,:.' '._..

:.:;:;ÈLil::'

t'
i,.
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INDÏVIDUA], SUBJECT RESUITS

Reader 22 (Mal-e )

IETTER TEST

correct

initial- and final letters (3)
bLends

knew 18 consonant names (missed v, w)
knew TB consonant sounds (missed v, i)
knew -6 vowel- names
knew -Z vowel sounds (missed e, a, i, y)

VIIORD TEST

attemptea lln words
knew 4 real- words (knew up, gor cat, stop)
knew õ nonsense words
word Fecognition strategies ;

QUESTIONNAIRE
I

Concept of Reading

:- defined read.ing as
examples of reading
cat and rabbit and

- peopì-e read because

incorrect

initial- l-etter

reading letters
materials: words such as

letters
they like to

Explanation and Eval-uatíon

claimed he coul-d 'read
- Mom, Dad and brother helped by sounding out wordslikes reading beeause it's fun

Reading Envirqnment

gave no answer about reading books at home or" discussing his favourite book
- Dad reads to him, only sometimes

books come from the librar¡i
goes to University library with Dad
look for books at a library

I :Ì... .



INDIVIDUAI, SI]BJECT RESUI,TS

Nonreader 1, (Female)

I,ETTER TEST

t6
-
- 5

- 0

1?e

knew
knew
knew
knew

WORD TEST

consonant names (missed m, v,
consonant sounds (knew b, m)
vowel names (missed y)
vowel- sounds

Yr h)

attemptea g/n word.s
knew 0 real- word.s
knew õ nonsense words
word lecognition strategi-es; none

correct

QIIESTIONNAIRE

Concept of Reading

could.n't define read.ing
didnrt know why people read
examples of reading material,s: schoolbooks,
homework

Explanation and. Eval-uation

claimed she couldn't read
- no one was helping her learn to read

Likes to read because it's fun

Reading Environment

Likes to read books at home
coul-d describe her favourite book (so many favourites)

- Mom, Dad, brother and sister read to her at night
doesn't know where the books come from

- visited a library with Mom
library is a place with books, Mom tell_s you to
bring one home

ineorreet



INDIVIDUA], SUBJECT RESU],TS

Nonreader 2 (Female)

Ï,ETTER TEST

knew 20
knew lZ
knew 6
knew J

IìIORD TEST

consonant names
consonant sounds (missed d, p, b, r, w,

l-, f , h)
vowel names
vowel- sounds (knew i )

attempt ea g/n words
knew 1 real words (fnew stop)
knew õ nonsense words
word Fecognition strategies ;

eorrect incorrect

outside influence

QUESTIONNAIRE

Concept of Reading

could.n't d.efine read.ing
unable to explain why people read
examples of reading materiaL: books

Explanation and Evaluation

claimed she coul-d read
- Mom and Dad. helped with books

likes to read bècause it's fun

Reading Environment

Likes to read books at home
BQve the title of her favourite book, Happy
Birthday Baby

- Mom and Dad read to her at night sometimesdidn't know where books came from
visits library with teacher

- a library is a place where you take books out

fl x:i¡)rrl_iì..
J;':1:.'. .:.:



INDIVIDUAI SIIBJECT RESUT,TS

Nonreader 3 (Male )

],ETTER TEST

1B

=
6-I

atternptea g/n word.s
knew 0 real words
knew õ nonsense word.s
word lecognition strategies; none

l3l

knew
knew

knew
knew

WORD TEST

eonsonant names (missed q, h)
consonant sounds (knew p, b, r,

v' f)
vowel names
vowel sounds (knew e)

mt st

::::

correct

Q1IESTIONNAIRE

Concept of, Reading

- unabl_e to define reading
examples of reading matelrial_s: comics, books,
paper
unabl_e to explain why people read.

Explanation and Evaluation

claimed he could.n't readdidn't get heJ_p ín l_earning how to read.
doesn't l_ike reading but unable to explain why

Reading Environment

likes to read books at home
coul-d. give titl_e of favourite book, Ronald McDonald

- Mom reads to him at night
books come from library
goes to library with têacher
library is a place where you

incorrect

get books



INDTVIDUA], SUBJECT RESUT,TS

Nonreader 4 (Female)

T,ETTER TEST

ß

=JJ

attempteA g/n word.s
knew 0 real words
knew õ nonsense words
word Fecognition strategies; none

132

knew
knew
knew
knew

UIORD TEST

consonant names (missed. g, j, 1,
consonant sounds (knew p, b; c)
vowel names (missed y)
vowel sounds (knew e, o, a)

q)

eorrect

QUESTIONNAIRE

Concept of Reading

defined reading as ,'when you read to somebody',
examples of read.ing materiaL: books
people read because they,re grown up _ must begrown up to read

Explanation and Evaluation

claimed she coul_dn,t read.
no one was helping her to rea<t
doesn't like reading but not sure why, but will
read when grown up

Reading Environment

l-ikes to read at home
gives titl_e to favourite book, Snow lirlhite

- Mother reads to her at nighttime, reads Bible storj_esdoesn't know where books come from
has never been to a library

- a l-ibrary is a place with books

ineorrect



133
INDÏVIDUA], SIIBJECT RESUT,TS

Nonreader 5 (Female)

T,ETTER TEST

knew
knew
knew
knew

IÂIORD TEST

I7 con
5 con
5 vow
0 vow

sonant names (missed p, m, g)
sonant sounds (knew d, b, c, s,
el names (missed u)
el sounds

f)

attemptea g/n words
knew 0 real- words
knew õ nonsense words
word lecognition strategies;

ril:. i j-li

.l :l

correct

none

ineorrect

QUESTIONNATRE

S¡ncept of Reading

reading is looking at words and reading them
coul-dn't give examples of reading material
people read to learn

Expl-anation and Evaluation

claimed she coul-dn't read
Sister and. Mom are helping her learn to read
likes to read so she can. teach

Readinq Envi-ronment

- Likes to read books at home
- has no favourite'book

2 sisters read to her at supper time
books come from the library and store
been to a library with a sister who works there

- a library. is a place where you take out a book

I. , ... .:rr.,.: .i r:: ì:. r: .
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INDTVIDUAI, SIIBJECT RESUT,TS

Nonreader 6 (Male )

I,ETTER TEST

knew
knew
knew
knew

WORD TEST

J
L

-TT

consonant names (knew c, s, w)
consonant sounds (knew s)
vowel names (knew o )
vowel- sound.s

attemptea g/n word.s
knew 0 real words
knew õ nonsense word.s
word. Fecognition strategies; none

correct

QT]ESTIONNAIRE

Concept of Rgading

coul-dn't define read.ing
: examples of reading materials¡ books and stories

couldn't explain why people read

Explanation and Eval-uation \

elaimed he couldnrt read.
likes reading because it's fun
gave name of favourite book, MotorcycJ_es

Reading Environment

l-ikes to read books at home
- Mom reads but not daily

books come from the store
been to a library only once and with Mom
library is a pJ_ace where you take out books

incorrect



INÐIVIDUA], SUBJECT RESU],TS

Nonreader 7 (Female)

Ï,ETTER TEST

20
TB33

attempted lL/Iz words
knew f real words (knew up, cat, stop)
knew Ønonsense words (paitry córrectt
word recognition strategies;

l3s

knew
knew
knew
knew

WORD TEST

consonant names
consonant sounds (missed x, h)
vowel- names
vowel sounds (missed o, a, y)

correct

flan, ta)

incorrect

outside infl-uence (3)
letters
sounds

superficial. explanation (ll)
outside infl-uence
sounds

QIIESTIONNAIRE

Conceot of Readins

reading is reading the real words, what it realJ-y
says

- exampJ-es of reading material_3 comics, newspapers,
magazines, story books

- people read so they'lL know what happens

Explanation and Eval-uation

ctaimù she can read. a little
- Mom and Dad help a littÌe in l-earning to read.

l-ikes reading because it's fun

Read.ing Environment

l-ikes to read. books at home
describes content of favourite book

- Mom and Dad read to her, but "not much", not daily
books are hers and Dad's al_bums
goes to the ì_ibrary with teacher
library is a place where you get booksr Voü never
keep them, others have to borrow them

:;':ì:'l

ì:i:.j.r.
:.-l: t.,.



INDIVIDUAI, SUBJECT RESUT,TS

Nonreader B (Male )

I,ETTER TEST

j)
d, b, flrt,

'i .._:.::"....-..:..

136

,:.'i".,:,::.:

knew 19 consonant names (missed
knew 12 consonant sounds (missed

i' h)
knew 5 vowel names (missed y)
knew 1 vowel sounds (knew e)

!ìIORD TEST

x, wt

attemptea g/n words
knew 0 real words
knew õ nonsense words
word Fecognition strategies; none

correct incorrect

QIIESTIONNAIRE

Concept of Reading

readi-ng is work
examples of reading

- people read because

ExpJ-anation and Evaluation

material: stori-es
it's important for their eyes

claimed he eouldnrt read.
- Mother is helping him learn to read

likes reading because it's fun

Readins Environment

likes to readr books at home
- Mom and Dad read to him at night

books come from Mom and cousins
has been to a library with Mom

- a library is a place where you take books home

:{,.



INDIVIDUAI, SUBJECT RESUATS

Nonrea.der 9 (Male) .

I,ETTER TEST

4
E

2al

attempt N UIz words
knew 2ß) real- words (knew up, cat: 

ffiäTtU 
correct -

knew @'nonsense word.s (part]y 
"o""""ii-í¡, ta)

word recognition strategies ;

137

knew
knew

knew
knew

UIORD TEST

consonant names (knew n,
consonant sounds (missed

k' g)
vowel names (knew e, y)
vowel sounds (knew a, e,

t, x, z)
dr Qr nt xr L,

o' u)

eorrect incorrect

superficial explanation (3)
rniscell-aneous (2)

superfi cial expJ-anati on
miscellaneous

QrrEsTrONNAIRE

Concept o{ 4ead.ing

defined read.j-ng as reading a book
examples of reading material-s: books

- people read because it's fun

Expl-anation and Evaluation

claimed he coul-d.n't read
Dad is heÌping him l-earn to read
doesn't l-ike reading as Dad ye11s whenever he
doesn't get the word.s right

Readj-ng Environment

doesn't like read.ing at home
- has no favourite bo6k
- no one reads to him at home, oo answer about where

books come from
been to a library with sister
library is a place where you l-ook at books



l38

INDIVIDUAT, SI'BJECT RESUI,TS

Nonreader 10 (Female)

I,ETTER TEST

knew
knew
knew
knew

I/'üORD TEST

20
ßjn

consonant names
consonant sounds (missed q, 1, j, h)
vowel- names
vowel sounds (missed u, y)

attemptea 1/n words
knew I real words (knew up, stop, cat)
knew 0 nonsense words
word Fecognition strategies;

eorrect incorrect

superfieial explanation (2)
outside influence

QIIESTIONNAIRE

Concept of Read.ing

defined reading as something you read
exampì-es of reading materiaLs: books, mai1,
newspaper
unable to explain why people read

Expl-anation and Eval-uation

claimed. she coul-d read. a littie
sister is helping her learn to read. by telling
her the words
likes reading as it's fun

Reading Environment

likes to read books at home
- gave title of favourj-te book, George and Martha

Mom and Dad read to her during the day
- books come from cousins and some are purchases

has been to a J_ibrary but didnt t know who took herlibrary is a place where you .look at books



TNDIVTDUA], SUBJECT RESUT,TS

Nonreader 11 (Female)

I,ETTER TEST

1B3
I t

attemptea þ/n words
knew 1 real words (knew up)
knew õ nonsense words
word Fecognition strategies;

1 . ,,/.- ,,, - . ;r . !:-.:, )

139

knew
knew

knew
knew

!ìIORD TEST

consonant names (missed b, v, )
consonant sounds (knew p, d, c, m, s, t,

z, k, f)
vowel names (missed i )
vowel- sounds (knew o)

correct incorrect

QITESTIONNAIRE

Conceþt of Read.ing

couLdn't defi-ne read.íng
example of reading material: comi_cs

- people read to learn

Explanation and Evaluation

cl-aimed she coul-d read
- no one helped her, she l_ooked at pictures and

made up words
likes to read because it,s fun

Reâding Environment

l-ikes to read books at home
gave title of favourite book, The Ele Book

- no one reads to her at home
been to library with Gramma
library is a place where you take books

mi-scel-laneous
initial letter



ÏNDIVIDUAI, SUBJECT RESUT,TS

Nonreader 12 (Male)

I,ETTER TEST

140

i'i-i :r'.1 :.:¡,/j

knew 19 consonant names (missed g)
knew 17 consonant sounds (missed x, l_, h)
knew ì6 vowel- names
knew J vowel sounds (missed a, i, y)

WORD TEST

attempt ea g/n words
knew 0 real- word.s
knew õ nonsense word.s
word. Fecognition strategies;

' correct ineo

initial letter (9)

QUESTIONNAIRE
tl

:

i Concept of Readíng

-. couldn't define reading
- examples of reading material: newspapers and books

people read so they can work and get money

Explanation and Evaluation

claimed he coul-d read
- Mother helped him learn to read, but he didn't

know how
likes to read because he Likes reading books

Reading Environment

liked reading books at home
descri-bed content of favourite book

- no one reads to him at home.
no answer as to where books come from

- been to library with Mom
library is a place where you can read. and wrj-te
words and eat



INDTVTDUAT, SUBJECT RESU],TS

Nonreader 13 (Male )

I,ETTER TEST

t4
-

=t

attempteA g/n words
knew 1 real-- words (knew cat)
knew õ nonsense words
word Fecognition strategies i

correct

l4l

knew
knew
knew
knew

IUORD TEST

consonant names (missed c,
consonant sounds (knew m,
vowel names (missed e, u,
vowel- sounds (knew i )

n, r, t,
sr t, i'i)

1, k)
Pr g)

ineorrect

QUESTIONNAIRE

Coneept of Readine

couLdn't define reading
coul-dnrt give examples of reading materials
didn't know why people read

Explanation and Eval-uation

cl-aimed he couldn't read. but Mom is helping him
l-earn
likes reading because it's fun

Rea4ing Envi-ronment

likes to read books at home but has no favourites
- Mom reads to him before bed
- no answer as to origin of books

been to a library with Mom
does nothing at a library, doesn't know why he
goes there

ri.: ;i::r'lì:

i::à::-i:t+

í;:,':. , . .':
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]NDIVIDUAT, SUBJECT RESUI,TS

Nonreader 1þ (Mal-e )

I,ETTER TEST

knew t6
knew TT

knew 5
knew 1

hIORD TEST

consonant names (missed
consonant sounds (knew

vowel names (*i-"""å'rT'
vowel sounds (knew e)

h)
Q, Sr vt

book, Green Eggs and

at no special time

says that's where

br 11 8,
d, e, m,
z, f , j)

attempted g/tZ words
knew 0 real words
knew õ nonsense word.s
word Ïecognition strategies; none

' correet

QUESTIONNATRE

Coneept of Read.ins

reading is looking at books
example of reading material-s books
coul-dn't explain why people read

Explanation and Eval-uation

claimed he coul-dntt read and didn't know if
someone was helping him learn to read
Likes to read. but not sure why

Reading Environment

l-ikes to read books at home
- gave titl-e of his favourite

Ham

- Mom and Dad read to hi-m but
books come from shelf

- never been to a library but
all the books are

incorrect

ì!:1::rii:r::a:



INDIVIDUAI SI]BJECT RESU],TS

Nonreader 15 (Male )

]-,ETTER TEST

20
E

63

attempt ea 2/n words
knew 1 real words (tcnew cat )
knew Z nonsense words (knew ib, ta)
word ìecognition strategies ;

143

knew
knew
knew
knew

WORD TEST

consonant names
consonant sounds (missed
vowel- names
vowel- sounds (knew a, o,

vt

e)

î, x, w, h)

correet

QUESTIONNAIRE

Concept of Reading

couldn't define readJ-ng
exampJ-es of reading material:
didn't know why peopJ-e read

Explanation and Evaluation

claimed he coul-dn't read and no
him learn to read
didn't like reading because he

incorrect

books, paper

one was heJ-ping

didn't know how to
read

Reading Environment

just liked looking at pictures at home
- Mon reads to him at bed.time

books come in the mail
cl-aimed. he's never been to a library but its a
place where al-l- the books are

i,. : ' .1:

fì,:i::::::1i

initial- l-etter (2)
superficial letter



INDIVIDUAT, SI]BJECT RESUT,TS

Nonreader 76 (Female)

I,ETTER TEST

20n
63

attemoted. 3/72 words
knew @ "eaÍ word.s (partly correct ¡

knew T nonsense words (knew ta)
word. r-ecognition strategies ;

144

knew
knew

knew
knew

WORD TEST

consonant names
consonant sounds (missed b, n, er 1, j,

h' g)
vowel- names
vowel- sounds (missed a, u, y)

coryect

cat )

incorrect

saw it
sounds

QUESTIONNAIRE

Concept of Reading

readi-ng i-s J-earning
examples of reading
people read because
other books

Eëpl-anation and Evaluati-on

superficiaJ- explanation

to read books
material-s ¡ important things
they have to l-earn to read

cl-aimed she couldn't read much but Mom and Dad
were helping her l-earn to read
likes to read as it's fun and she can read
important books when she grows up

Reading Environment

li-kes to read books at home
gave title of her favourite book, little Red
Riding Hood

- Mom and. Dad read to her at'bedtime
books come from a store and in the mai-l-

- been to a library with parents j-t's a place to
get books and. sometimes readthem



t4s
INDIVIDUA], SUBJECT RESUITS

@
I,ETTER TEST

knew 19 consonant names (missed b)
knew f9 consonant sound.s (missed b)
knew -Z vowel names
knew ]! vowel sounds (missed Y)

I^IORD TEST

attempted 70/12 words
knew i +Ò rãf word s ( knew cat : partly
knew renonsense words (knew ib, ta¿

word recogni-tion strategies ;

correct - runs)
partly correct -
suf)

correct incorrect

sound.s (5) sounds (&)
letters

QIIESTIONNAIRE

Co4cept of Reading

defined reading as fun
examples of reading material-ss comics' books

- not sure whY people read.

Expl-anation and. Eval-uation

claimed he could read, but not all the words
- Dad was helping him learn to read, but he d-id'n't

know how
liked readj-ng but not sure whY

Reading Environment

liked to read. books at home
- gave titl-e of favourite story, Dr. Seuss

brother reads to him but coul-dn't remember when
- books come from librarY

claims he has never been to a library but it's a
person who keeps books and you can borrow them
and go there with cl-ass



INÐIVIDUAI SUBJECT RESUT,TS

Nonread er 18 (Male )

I,ETTER TEST

146

knew 17
knew ¡/
knew Iknew 1

T¡IORD TEST

consonant names (missed d, h, v)
consonant sounds (knew c, m, er s, t,

k, f , j)
vowel names (missed u)
vowel sounds (knew e)

z,

attemptea g/n words
knew 1 reaf words (knew cat)
knew õ nonsense words
word Fecognition strategies ;

correct incorrect

initial and final letters initial letters

QUESTIONNAIRE

Concept of Reading

readi-ng i-s when you learn stuff
exampJ-es of reâding material-s: books
didn't know why people read

Expl-anation and Eval-uati-on

claimed he coul-dn't read. but Mom was heLping him
learn
Liked reading but didn't know why

Reading Environment

liked reading books at home
gave titÌe of favourite book, Charlie Brown
sister reads to him before bed
books come from shel-f , some are Christmas gifts
goes to J-ibrary with Mom

- at library you get books, take a card, put your
name on it, lady tel-l you what day to bring them

. back
)

:1.ì::jI+:j:,::,ìi



APPENDI X

SEX DIFFERENCES FOR THE LETTTR AND l,lORD TTSTS.



ECTION

20/20 consonant
names

20/20 consonant
sounds

6/6 vowel names
6'/6 vowel sound.s
6/6 real words
6/6 nonsense

words
t2/tZ word.s

TAB],8 A

SEX DIFFERENCES AT SCHOOL A

I,ETTER SOUNDS AND WORD

readers
(2\

A
E
T
0
U
Y

A
E
I
0
U
Y

BOYS

name
name
name
name
name
nane

sound
sound
sound
sound
sound
sound

2

t
2
t
7

7
0

2
2
2
¿
2
2

7
1
t
2
1.

1.

nonreaders
(2)

FOR I,ETTER NAMES,

RECOGNITION

readers
l3)

t
0
0

0
0

1
I
t
2
1
t
0
7
0
0
0
0

GIR].S

3

nonreaders(r)

t

3
2
2

2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

3
2
3
3
2
2

t
0
0

0
0

3
3
3
3
2
2

t
2
2
t
1
0

boys
(4)

TOTAI

50%

25/,

75%
25/"
25%

25%
0%

3t
t
I
0

3
3
3
4
3
3

t
?t
2
7
1

girls
(6)

67%

t7%

67%
33%
33%

4
2
2

¿
2

6
6
6
6
5
5

l+
l+

5
l+

3
2

75%
75%
75%

rc0/"
75%
75%

33%
33%

25/,
50%
25%
50%
25%
25%

L0o%
to0%
70o%
rco%

B3%
B3%

67%
67%
B3%
67%
50%
33%

5
æ



20/20 consonant
names

20/20 consonant
sounds

6/6 vowel- names
6/6 vowel sounds
6'/6 real- words
6/6 nonsense

words
72/tZ words

TABI,E B

SEX DIFFERENCES AT SCHOOI B

],ETTER SOUNDS AND WORD

readers
(2)

A
E
I
0
U
Y

A
E
I
0
U
Y

.BUIS

name
name
name
name
name
name

sound
sound
sound
sound
sound
sound

1

0

2
0
t
0
0

2
2
2
2
2
2

T

2
0
2
2
0

nonreaders
åt

l+

FOR I,ETTER NAMES,

RECOGNI TION

readers
(2)

GIRIö

2

0

2
0
0

0
0

2
2
2
2
2
2

t
t
t
2
7
0

nonreaders
(2)

,..::.i 1:.

:..:'.'u.:
.ìi1.i,ìÌ1:.
.t,,: ìii

7

0

t
0
0

0
0

2
2
2
2
2
t
0,0
0
0
7

0

boys
Q)

TOTAI

1

0

2
0
!t

0
0

2
2
2
2
?
2

t
2
0
2
¿
0

50%

0/"

rco%
0%

50%

girls
(4)

3

0

3
0
0

0
0

It,

4
Il'
4
I+

3

t
t
1
2
2
0

,r no nonreaders

75%

0%

75%
o%
0%

o/"
0%

700%
to0%
rco%
'too%

700/"
too%

50%
t00%

O%

70o/"
rco%

O/"

o%
0%

too%
700%
t00%
loo%
rco%

75%

25%
25%
25%
50%
50%

o%

Þ
LO



i,,ii
20/20 consonant

names
20/20 consonant

sounds
6/6 vowel names
6/6 vowel sounds
6/6 real words
6/6 nonsense

words
72/tZ words

A name
E name
I name
0 name
U name
Y'name

A sound
E sound.
I sound.
0 sound
U sound
Y sound

SEX DIFFERENCES AT SCHOOT C

LETTER SOUNDS AND 1/4I0RD

readers
(ro¡

.tsOYS

TABI.,E

nonreaders
(B)

U
Y

A
E
I
0
U
Y

B

2
6

6
6

FOR IETTER NAMES, ,
RECOGNITION

readers
3)

GIR],S

3
0
0

0
0

7
7
B

7
5
7

¿
7
2
l+

3
0

10
10
10
10

B
10

2

0

3
0
t
t
L

3
3
3
3
3
3

3
2
L

3
2
2

nonreaders
(3)

':' :-.:'..:i :l.iÃ
.. :. ; : .i' ':'i1

'i.:-r

' 
rr'rii:ri::

B
B

5
9
B

3

I 
-ToE

2
0
0

0
0

3
3
-3

3
3

,,3
t
2
t
3
0
0

boys
(ta¡

3e%

tL%

6t%
n%
33%

7L
2
6

6
6

girls
(6)

t7
77
18
t7
r3
77

33%
33%

67%

o%

5
0
t
t
I
6
6
6
6
6
6

l+
l+

2
6
2
2

9ll,%
9t+%
00%
94%
72%
9t+%

83%
0%

t7%

10 56%$ 83%7 3e%73 72%11. 6ø
3 t7%

t7%
t7%

too%
t0O/"
rco%
rc0%
rco%
too%

67%
67%
33%

to0%
33%
33%

;..ì

('lo



ECTION

20/20 consonant
names

20/20 consonant
sounds

6/6 vowel names
6/6 vowel sounds

SUMMARY OF SEX DIFFERENCES FOR I,ETTER NAMES,

I,ETTER SOUNDS AND WORD RECOGNITION

A
E
I
0
U
Y

A
E
I
0
U
Y

name
name
name
l-Ìame
name
name

sound.
sound.
sound.
sound
sound
sound.

readers
(t+¡

BOYS

TABf,E

9

3

t2
3

t4
tl+
t4
7t+
I2
tI+

10tt
6

t3tt
l+

I

nonreaders
(10)

6/6 rea]- words
6/6 nonsense

words
t2/t2 words

readers
(B)

0

GIRl,S

l+

0

I
B

9
9
6
B

7

7

nonreaders
(B)

B
2

B
B
B
B
B.
&

l+

0

3
B
2
4
3
0

lt,

0

B
B
B
B

7
6

boys
(zI+)

TOTAL

7
6

10

3

!6
3

7
5
5
B

5
4

{

t
I
i
I
I
I
I
i

I

ì

'ri:
il:'
::lj

ill

t+z%

t3%

0

girls
(tø¡

0
0

22
22
23
23
1B
22

t2
79
I

t7
tt+

l+

67%
13%

92%
92%
e6%
e6%
75%
92%

TT

1

2
l+

3
l+

2
0

tt'J

.:i

3

rllj

,,Ì"

6g%

6%

75%
t3%

3
3

t2
2

t6
ß
76
t6
t5
74

0

0
0

5o/"
7e%
33%
77%
5B%
t7/"

70o%
rco%
t00%
too%

9Lþ%
BB%

56%
56%
50%
75%
t+t+%

25%

B

9
9
B

t2
7
l+

7 29%
6 25%

33% 3

3 t9%
3 t9%

r9%

(tl
j


